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The Omix-ADA®, Rugged Ridge®, Outland Automotive® and Alloy USA® brand products illustrated in this catalog are generally intended 
to increase the utility and enjoyment of your off-road capable Jeep®  or street rod.  We hope this catalog will help acquaint you with our 
featured products as well as the broader offerings in each of our product families. Before installation, please take a moment to review the 
safety information and installation instructions accompanying your product.  Safety information for particular products is summarized in this 
catalog but is not intended as a substitute for your review and understanding of actual product instructions and warnings!  Important safety 
information is generally preceded by one of three signal words indicating the relative risk of injury.  The signal words mean:

We hope you enjoy your Omix®, Rugged Ridge®, Outland Automotive® and Alloy USA® purchases and are here to help if you still have 
questions after reviewing this safety information and instructions. See Customer Service contacts included with your Limited Warranty.

A hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or serious injury.  You CAN be Killed or Seriously Hurt if 
you don’t follow instructions. 

A hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in minor or moderate injury.  You CAN be moderately HURT and 
also may suffer property damage if you don’t follow instructions.

Careful attention is required to this instruction or operation but does generally not relate to personal injury.  Damage to 
your product or other property may result if you don’t follow instructions.  

A Few words About Product sAFety

ProP. 65 INFo For cALIForNIA resIdeNts:
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Remove the heat and maximize your engine performance with 
the new Performance Vented Hood from Rugged Ridge. Made of 
stamped steel and a factory inner core, this hood fits like the original 
yet allows more heat to escape from the engine compartment than 
other hoods on the market today. The SRT® inspired design gives a 
great aggressive look. Vents are removable to make it easier to paint. 
Uses factory attachment points and most aftermarket accessories will 
simply bolt into place. Got Heat? You need this hood.

AlSo AvAilAble pAiNTed iN 
YoUR FACToRY JK ColoR!

See PG. 39 fOR DeTAILS.

Hot & New

JK PerForMANce VeNted Hood

®

Our eclipse Sun Shade is a mesh shade that installs in between the front portion of a 
JK sport bar providing an open air experience while protecting passengers from the 
sun. Works with soft tops & hard tops while allowing access to the top clamps without 
uninstalling the shade.

The new JK Hood Louvers for the ’07-13 Wrangler(JK) from Rugged Ridge mount to the 
factory JK hood and are designed to  provide more ventilating surface area to assist 
with engine performance and reduce many of the problems that your Jeep® has with 
overheating while on the trails! Our Hood Louvers promote proper airflow through and 
out of the engine compartment, while adding style and design to your JK.

ecLIPse suN sHAde

JK Hood VeNt

eclipse Sun Shade Part #

07-14 Wrangler, 2 & 4-Door, front Seats NEW 13579.04

07-14 Wrangler, 4-Door full NEW 13579.05

07-14 Wrangler, 2-Door full NEW 13579.06

performance vented Hood Part #

Performance Vented Hood, 07-14 Jeep® Wrangler NEW 17759.01

JK Hood vent Part #

Hood Vent, Black, 07-14 Jeep® Wrangler NEW 17759.10

Hood Vent, Primer, 07-14 Jeep® Wrangler NEW 17759.11
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JK HurrIcANe FLAt FeNder FLAres

Rapid Prototyping for testing and fitment

3D scan of clay model for CAD refinements.

The process continues using clay, hand modeled directly on the body.

CAD software used to prepare design for manufacturing.

finalizing clay model

Initial concept sketches
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Hot & New

Jeep® enthusiasts can now get that aggressive off-road look with the newly designed Hurricane flat fender flares by Rugged Ridge. This 
design was inspired by the 1941 Willys MA. The double bolt pockets provide a new modern twist to classic flares and come with two sets of 
durable corrosion resistant fasteners (stainless steel and black). Constructed of durable injection molded TPE material, the flares rest high on 
the vehicle to provide extra clearance for wheels while on trails. Backed by an industry leading 5 year limited warranty, the Hurricane flat 
fender flares will really set your JK apart from the crowd!

®
DUAL STAINLeSS fASTeNeRS 
PROVIDe A UNIQUe LOOK 

AND eASe Of INSTALLATION

INCLUDeS NeW SIDe 
MARKeR LIGHTS fOR A 

CUSTOM LOOK
(DOT APPROVeD)

UV STABILIZeD TPe MATeRIAL 
fOR LONG LIfe AND A 

GReAT LOOK

SPeCIAL STYLING GIVeS THeSe 
fLAReS THAT AGGReSSIVe Off 

ROAD LOOK

JK Flat pocket Flares Part #

07-14 Wrangler, Rugged Ridge® flat Pocket flare Kit 11640.10
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ALuMINuM Hood cAtcHes

ruGGed rIdGe drAKoN ALLoy Hub ceNtrIc wHeeLs

17” & 20”
AVAILAbLe!

Original hood catches degrade and fail, and most aftermarket hood catches look 
weak. Introducing the new Aluminum Hood Catch Kits for 2007-2014 JK Wrangler. 
Adjustable, durable, aesthetically pleasing and proportional to the vehicle. Rugged 
billet aluminum construction, available in black or brushed finish. Patent Pending.

Hot & New

The Drakon Alloy Wheel by Rugged Ridge is a cast aluminum alloy available in four 
stunning finishes for a truly unique appearance. Purposed for the 2007-14 Jeep Wrangler 
JK, Drakon wheels are DOT approved, have a 4.53 inch backspacing, a 2200 lb. load 
rating, 5 on 5 inch bolt pattern and include a center cap. The hub-centric design means 
this wheel will center perfect every time.  Bring the look of any JK to a whole new level 
with the Drakon Wheel. Patent Pending.

®

11-14 JK reAr seAt orGANIzers
The perfect organization solution for your Jeep! The new Rugged Ridge® Back Seat Organizer features 
storage areas to organize wayward trash, toys, drinks, iPods and other clutter. each organizer is designed 
to instantly fit into the rear cup holders of your 11-14 Jeep Wrangler and includes a removable double 
walled lid. Patent Pending.

JK Rear Seat organizer Part #

Rear Seat Organizer, Wrangler (JK) 11-14, 2DR, Black 13551.50

Rear Seat Organizer, Wrangler (JK) 11-14, 4DR, Black 13551.51

Rear Seat Organizer, Wrangler (JK) 11-14, 2DR, Tan 13551.52

Rear Seat Organizer, Wrangler (JK) 11-14, 4DR, Tan 13551.53

Aluminum Hood latches Part #

Hood Latch, Pair, Brushed Aluminum, 07-14 Wrangler NEW 11116.07

Hood Latch, Pair, Black Aluminum, 07-14 Wrangler NEW 11210.11 

Rugged Ridge® drakon Alloy Wheels Part #

07-14 Wrangler, 17”x9” Drakon Alloy Wheel, Satin Black 15302.01

07-14 Wrangler, 17”x9” Drakon Alloy Wheel, Black w/ Gunmetal Lip 15302.10

07-14 Wrangler, 17”x9” Drakon Alloy Wheel, Black w/ Gold Lip 15302.11

07-14 Wrangler, 17”x9” Drakon Alloy Wheel, Gunmetal 15302.30

07-14 Wrangler, 20”x9” Drakon Alloy Wheel, Satin Black 15304.01

07-14 Wrangler, 20”x9” Drakon Alloy Wheel, Black w/ Gunmetal Lip 15304.10

07-14 Wrangler, 20”x9” Drakon Alloy Wheel, Gunmetal 15304.30
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Hot & New

X-cLAMP MouNtING systeM
The X-Clamp from Rugged Ridge® features an innovative and unique 
adjustment which allows mounting to tubes ranging from 2.25” to 3”.  
Rotate the X-Clamp to fit your tube,  pivot the mounting bracket to the 
desired position, and then apply the logo to the front. Patent Pending.

•	 extremely versatile mounting system allows accessories to be 
mounted anywhere you have tubing!

•	 Rugged die cast aluminum construction and aggressive off road 
styling

•	Mounts lights, antennas, cameras, etc. to tubes ranging from 
2.25”-3”

•	Available in durable silver or black powder coated finish

®

Rugged Ridge X-Clamp Mounting System Black Silver

X-Clamp, 2.25-3”, Single 11030.01 11030.10

X-Clamp, 2.25-3”, Pair 11030.02 11030.11

X-Clamp, 2.25-3”, 3pc 11030.03 11030.12

X-Clamp Kit, 2.25-3”, Single with 1 LeD Light 15210.01 15210.10

X-Clamp Kit, 2.25-3”, Pair with 2 LeD Lights 15210.02 15210.11

X-Clamp Kit, 2.25-3”, 3pc with 3 LeD Lights 15210.03 15210.12
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ALL terrAIN FLoor LINers

The only floor liner with patented “Deep Tread” 
Technology! 

These floor liners are a totally new concept that 
combines all the best features of a deep rib floor 
mat and the ‘old style’ liners. Precision engineering 
using state of the art technology ensures an exact 
fit to the shape and contour of your vehicle’s floor. 
The deeply molded chevron-shape tread pattern 
channels dirt, mud and snow away from the 
driver to keep shoes and pant legs clean. It also 
contains the movement and sloshing around of 
any trapped water. The high perimeter wall offers 
a large footprint and maximum interior protection 
and containment. Unlike ordinary liners that utilize 
an inconsistent vacuum thermoform process 
and slippery lower grade plastic these liners are 
high pressure injection molded from Oe-quality 
Thermoplastic that looks and feels like rubber and 
provides a nonslip surface. Raised nibs on the 
bottom provide maximum retention and keep the 
liner in place. The unique self-sealing floor hook 
attachment feature helps to prevent dirt and 
moisture from getting through. easy to remove 
and clean. Simply hose them off and go!!! The mat 
actually reseals itself around the hook!!!  Patents 
D627,285 & 8,163,369.

Chevron shaped raised 
pattern channels water 

and dirt away from shoes & 
clothing.

All Season protection!

High perimeter wall provides 
maximum protection & 

water retention

Special raised reinforced heel area 
allows easy foot movement while 

providing durability.

2-3 Times the tread height 
of regular vacuum formed 

liners
Rolled reinforced edges 

provide added strength & 
finished look

Exclusive self sealing floor hook 
attachment keeps moisture out 

while securing the liner
®

California Prop. 65
This product contains a chemical known to the 
State of California to cause cancer, birth defects 
or other reproductive harm.

WARNING

Rugged Ridge® Floor liners & Cargo liners Black Tan Gray

floor Liner, front, 2 and 4-Door 07-13 Wrangler, Pair 12920.01 13920.01 14920.01

floor Liner, front, 2 and 4-Door 2014 Wrangler, Pair NEW 12920.03 13920.03 14920.03

floor Liner, Rear, 4-Door 07-14 Wrangler, One Piece Design 12950.01 13950.01 14950.01

floor Liner, Rear, 2-Door 07-14 Wrangler, Pair 12950.02 13950.02 14950.02

Cargo Liner, 2 and 4-Door 07-10 Wrangler 12975.01 13975.01 14975.01

Cargo Liner, 2 and 4-Door 11-14 Wrangler 12975.03 13975.03 14975.03

floor Liner Kit, front and Rear, 07-13 Wrangler 4-Door 12987.01

floor Liner Kit, front and Rear, 07-13 Wrangler 2-Door 12987.02 13987.02 14987.02

floor Liner, front, 2 and 4-Door 07-13 Wrangler, Pair (RHD) 12920.02 13920.02 14920.02

New
Colors!
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Custom fit for maximum protection! Custom fit one piece rear liners.

Full cargo area protection!Raised nibs to hold liners in place.
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NeoPreNe seAt Protectors
Protect your seats from the elements, wet bathing suits and spills 
while providing a great look. each set of seat protectors includes 
back pockets for rear storage as well as a removable cup holder. 
Cushioned center portion gives the Seat Protector a great look and 
provides you extra comfort on those long road trips. New solid color 
design further enhances the look of your Jeep®.

Rugged Ridge®’s Patented Arm Rest Pad bolts directly into existing JK mounting 
screws-no need to remove the Oe lid. Steel brackets ensure durability. Uses either 
Neoprene or tough vinyl coated polyester fabric with a dense foam center for comfort, 
performance and a great look in the vehicle. Allows for full opening and closing of the 
console lid. No drilling required. Patent# D585,674

ArM rest PAd For 07-10 wrANGLer

oFF-roAd orGANIzer

suV/JeeP® storAGe bAG
Custom designed to provide removable storage for Jeep® vehicles. Special size fits behind 
rear seat to organize and store your cargo. Constructed of durable vinyl with a zipper top 
and removable cargo dividers - easy to use shoulder strap included.

This easy to use arm rest pad/cover from Rugged Ridge® provides protection and comfort 
all in one! Constructed of heavy duty neoprene (wet suit material) with an added layer 
of padding for the arm rest, this slip on cover provides an extra soft place to put your arm 
while driving. Since it covers the entire top of the arm rest, this cover also provides added 
arm rest protection from pet claws, dirt and sticky fingers. Installation is easy with an elastic 
band; no drilling or tools required. Black Neoprene compliments your vehicle’s interior and 
will match custom fit Neoprene seat covers. Limited three year warranty.

Custom design for use in Jeep® glove boxes. Special pockets allow you to effectively 
organize owners manuals, maps, tire gauges, vehicle registration and more. 
Constructed of durable nylon in a tri-fold configuration.

ceNter coNsoLe ArMrest PAd For 11-14 wrANGLer

07-14 Wrangler Neoprene Seat protector Black Gray Tan

With factory Side Air bags, Pair 13235.30 13235.32 13235.21

Center Console Armrest pad Part #

11-14 Wrangler, Black, Neoprene 13108.01

off-Road organizer Part #

Universal 13305.06

off-Jeep®/SUv Storage bag Part #

Universal all Jeep® 13551.01

Arm Rest pad For 07-10 Wrangler Part #

Black Diamond Vinyl, each 13107.35

Black/Gray Neoprene, each 13107.09

Black Neoprene, each 13107.01

Calif. Residents: See Prop. 65 Warning on Page. 2
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custoM FIt NeoPreNe seAt coVers
Protect your Jeep’s® interior with these Custom fit Neoprene Seat 
Covers from Rugged Ridge®. These covers are constructed of durable 
100% neoprene with no filler fabrics creating the best fitting, longest 
lasting neoprene seat cover available. Neoprene (wetsuit material) 
is a great fabric to protect your seats from dirt, water and whatever 
mother nature can throw at you! each cover is custom tailored for your 
Jeep’s® original equipment seat style making your seats look like they 
have been recently reupholstered.

Installation is easy with special designed elastic cords, nylon straps and 
hooks that attach to your seat and to the seat cover mounting points.  
All seams have been double reinforced for strength and a special 
backing fabric is used on the seams for added protection against rips 
and tears. Available in black on black, grey on black, red on black and 
tan on black to complement virtually any Jeep® interior.

Protect your seats and increase interior storage with our NeW Cargo Seat covers! Constructed of heavy 
duty 600 denier polyester fabric with a special PVC liner on the seating area, these seat covers provide 
great protection from water, dirt and spills while giving your Jeep® a great look. each cover has been 
specially designed with special elastic and Velcro straps to optimize the fit on your original equipment or 
aftermarket seat. The back of the cover incorporates 5 multi-use pouches, plus one sunglass pouch with 
elastic tool holding loops, and one knife / multi tool pouch that can also be used for I-pod® and cell 
phone storage. each of these 7 pouches are easily removable and provide the needed storage every 
Jeep is lacking. front Cargo seat covers are sold individually and are available in two colors (Black and 
Tan). Front Cargo Seat Covers are universal fit and fit most Jeep® applications from 1976-2014. They can 
be used with side air bags on 2007-2014 JK models.

The new seat back removable trash bin from Rugged Ridge® makes it easier to “Pack it in, Pack it out”. 
The easily accessible bin attaches to the headrest for ease of use. Its 700 cubic inches of storage allows 
you to collect 3 gallons of debris, so you can keep the wilderness wild and the trails open.

ruGGed rIdGe® cArGo seAt coVers

ruGGed rIdGe® seAt bAcK trAsH bIN

 tAN  red  GrAy  bLAcK

®

Custom Neoprene Seat Covers Black/Black Black/Gray Black/Red
Black/

Tan

front, 07-10 Wrangler with or without Side Airbags, Pair 13214.01 13214.09 13214.53 –

front, 11-14 Wrangler with or without Side Airbags, Pair 13215.01 13215.09 13215.53 13215.04

Rear, 07-14 Wrangler 4-Door, Pair 13264.01 13264.09 13264.53 13264.04

Rear, 07-14 Wrangler 2-Door, Pair 13265.01 13265.09 13265.53 13265.04

Cargo Seat Covers Part #

Cargo Seat Cover, front Bucket Seat, Black, Molle Pals System, Rugged 
Ridge, 2007-2014 Wrangler, Sold each, NEW

13236.01

Cargo Seat Cover, front Bucket Seat, Tan, Molle Pals System, Rugged 
Ridge, 2007-2014 Wrangler, Sold each, NEW

13236.04

 Seat back Trash bins Part #

Seat Back Removable Trash Bin by Rugged Ridge, Black, Universal 
Application

13551.40

Calif. Residents: See Prop. 65 Warning on Page. 2
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PowertoP™ by ruGGed rIdGe®

Rugged Ridge® is excited to announce the first ever true convertible top for the 4 door JK Jeep® Wrangler. No more struggling to get your 
soft top up and down.  This revolutionary soft top design automatically goes up and down without you even getting out of the vehicle.   
Our patent pending design allows the top to be lowered or raised in seconds by unlatching two header latches and the simple push of a 
button! In development for over a year, the engineers at Rugged Ridge® have created a heavy duty frame system that folds up and over 
your factory roll bar therefore making the “push button” design possible.  The Power Top Kit fits all 2007-2013 four door Wranglers and comes 
complete with heavy duty sailcloth fabric, 31% tint 30 mil rear window glass, power top frame, hydraulics, wiring harness and an in-depth 
installation packet. everything you need to make your JK a true convertible top! Patent Pending.

A durable hydraulic piston provides the 
torque to lift and retract the Power Top.  
easily secured to the vehicle wheel well and 
soft top frame, this durable component has 
been cycle tested to ensure a long life and 

consistent performance.

The Name PowerTop™ comes from a durable 
electric power plant that has been specially 
developed for strength and size.  This heavy 
duty motor installs in the storage compartment 
in the rear of your Jeep® keeping the rear 
cargo area clutter free.  each Power top 
includes the necessary wiring harness to make 

installation as easy as possible.

All Power tops have a tinted rear window that 
either rolls up or can be completely zipped 
out.  This allows for that open air experience 
that Jeep® owners love!  All Window glass is 
extra thick 30mil DOT approved with 31% tint.  

Quality and superior function all in one!

Note: Professional installation at a pre-approved installer required. ®

Operation of the top is extremely easy 
and effortless.  From the driver’s seat 
you simply unlatch the header and 
(while your foot is on the brake and 

key in ignition) push the switch.  Down 
it goes!  That’s it! 

The kit has everything needed for a complete 
installation including the soft top, frame, 

door surrounds, motor, hydraulics and wiring.  
Installation requires that you reuse the factory 
header and rear tailgate bar.  One kit fits all 

years of 4 door Wrangler!

The top is constructed from 
premium sail cloth fabric 

and includes a zip-out 
removable DOT approved 

30 mil rear window with 
31% smoke tint.

powerTop™ Part#

PowerTop™ Kit, Black Sail Cloth, Jeep® Wrangler (JK) 4-Door 07-14 13515.01
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Our eclipse Sun Shade is a mesh shade that installs in between the 
front portion of a JK sport bar providing an open air experience while 
protecting passengers from the sun. Works with soft tops & hard tops 
while allowing access to the top clamps without uninstalling the 
shade. Installs quickly and easily with a simple bungee ball installation 
and it comes with a small mesh carrying bag for storage when not 
in use.

The Cargo Net System from Rugged Ridge for  the 
07-14 Wrangler protects and contains your cargo 
to keep you on the go with ease and keep your 
gear in place. With easy installation, high quality 
nylon webbing, and no hassle removal, you can 
ensure the security of your gear while off-roading. 
Our  net system is reinforced around the edges for 
more strength, durability, and a clean look.

®

ecLIPse suN sHAde

cArGo Net systeM

13579.05 13579.06

eclipse Sun Shade Part #

07-14 Wrangler, 2 & 4-Door, front Seats NEW 13579.04

07-14 Wrangler, 4-Door full NEW 13579.05

07-14 Wrangler, 2-Door full NEW 13579.06

Cargo Net System Part #

07-14 Wrangler, 4-Door full NEW 13552.71

07-14 Wrangler, 2-Door full
COMING SOON

-
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MesH suMMer brIeFs/IsLANd toPPers™

Special UV treated mesh fabric blocks the heat while allowing the cool breeze to flow through. The special weave of the Rugged Ridge® 
mesh brief/Island Topper is designed for strength and durability while providing open air protection from the sun’s heat. Available in two great 
styles: the Summer Brief that goes to the center hoop and the “Island Topper” that goes back to cover those rear seat passengers. 
Don’t forget the Header/Windshield channel needed to install these tops!

Rugged Ridge® soft tops use 
only the finest vinyl coated 
polyester & sailcloth fabrics on 
all their tops.  each fabric color 
is specially formulated to match 
the original equipment colored 
top to make your Jeep® look like 
it came off the show room floor. 
These fabric only soft tops are 
designed to fit over your original 
factory hardware

®

XHd rePLAceMeNt soFt toPs

Fabric Replacement Tops for JK Diamond Black Diamond Khaki

Without Door Skins, Jeep® Wrangler
(JK) 07-09 2-Door

13736.35 13736.36

Without Door Skins, Jeep® Wrangler
(JK) 07-09 4-Door

13741.35 13741.36

Sailcloth Fabric 
Replacement Tops for JK Black Sailcloth

Sailcloth, With Tinted Windows, Without Door 
Skins, Jeep® Wrangler (JK) 07-09 2-Door

13736.01 -

Sailcloth, With Tinted Windows, Without Door 
Skins, Jeep® Wrangler (JK) 07-09 4-Door

13741.01 -

Mesh Summer briefs/island Topper™ Part #

Mesh Summer Brief, 07-09 Wrangler 2 & 4-Door, each * 13579.02

Mesh Summer Brief, 10-13 Wrangler 2 & 4-Door, each* 13579.12

Mesh Summer Island Topper, 07-09 Wrangler 2-Door, each * 13579.01

Mesh Summer Island Topper, 10-14 Wrangler 2-Door, each* 13579.11

Mesh Summer Island Topper, 07-09 Wrangler 4-Door, each * 13579.03

Mesh Summer Island Topper, 10-14 Wrangler 4-Door, each* 13579.13

* Requires a separate Windshield Header (#13308.05) for installation 
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Tired of papers and other small items flying around the cab of 
your Jeep® when using your Summer Brief? Introducing the most 
innovative new addition to a Summer Brief in over 50 years the Pocket 
Brief from Rugged Ridge®! This revolutionary design incorporates two 
mesh zippered corner pockets directly over the driver and passenger 
creating much needed storage space. Special two sided mesh and 
nylon “pocket” seals shut with a reinforced zipper, keeps small items 
secure even in most severe conditions. Built directly into the Rugged 
Ridge® Summer Brief to ensure a clean, tight fit. Constructed of 
durable soft top fabric for long life. Available in matching soft top 
colors to give your Jeep® a finished look.

Pocket
Island Topper

Pocket
Brief

Pocket Island Toppers feature zippered pockets 
to securely stow away important items like cell 

phones, maps and sunglasses.

wINdsHIeLd HeAders
These upgraded preassembled windshield headers installs quickly 
and easily! Just attach your Brief/Island Topper and place the 
header channel on the top of your windshield, slide the clamps 
onto the supplied knobs and clamp the channel in place. That’s it! 
The channel is now securely held in place and ready for summer 
wheeling. No drilling or modifications required! Note: Will work with 
Bestop and other aftermarket summer tops. No Drill Windshield 
Header required for installation of Pocket Briefs and Island Toppers 
on all 07-12 Wranglers. 

13308.05

DUAL BUMPeR TABS PROVIDe 
eXTRA SUPPORT

HeADeR ATTACHeS 
WITH ONLY 2 KNOBS

SPeCIAL fOAM TOP PROVIDeS 
THe BeST LOOK ON YOUR JK.

* Requires a separate Windshield Header (#13308.05) for installation 

Loss of vehicle control involves risk of death or serious injury, particularly to parts of 
your body not restrained within vehicle.  This product is intended for weather protec-
tion only and should not be relied upon to contain occupants in the event of an 
accident or to protect from either ground contact or falling objects.  To reduce risk 
of accident injury:
•	Always wear seat belts.
•	Read and follow all instructions and warnings accompanying this product, in 

vehicle owners manual and Off Road Driving Supplement.

*for use with Summer Briefs, Island Toppers and all other brands of  summer tops

PocKet brIeFs/IsLANd toPPers

HArd toP souNd deAdeNer/INsuLAtIoN
If you chose the Hard Top option for your 07-12 Wrangler then you 
need Rugged Ridge®’s Sound Deadener. This insulation is custom fit 
for the factory multi-piece hard top and greatly reduces noise inside 
your vehicle. The special insulation material is surrounded by heavy 
duty pleated nylon providing added interior comfort by insulating 
the cab from heat and cold.   A no drill installation with durable hook 
and loop fasteners allows for an easy installation without removing 
your hard top.

Calif. Residents: See Prop. 65 Warning on Page. 2

Best Fitting
Summer Tops
on the Market!

pocket island Toppers Diamond Black Diamond Khaki

10-14 Wrangler, 2-Door * 13591.35 13591.36
10-14 Wrangler, 4-Door * 13592.35 13592.36
07-09 Wrangler, 2-Door * 13588.35 13588.36
07-09 Wrangler, 4-Door * 13589.35 13589.36

pocket brief Diamond Black Diamond Khaki

Pocket Brief 07-09 Wrangler, 2-Door & 4-Door* 13587.35 13587.36

Pocket Brief 10-13 Wrangler, 2-Door & 4-Door* 13590.35 13590.36

* Requires a separate Windshield Header (#13308.05) for installation

Windshield Header Part #

07-14 Wrangler, extruded Aluminum, 2 & 4-Door, Deluxe 13308.05

07-14 Wrangler, Deluxe, 2 & 4-Door, Stamped Steel* 13308.06

Sound deadener for 07-12 Wrangler Hard Top Part #

07-10 Wrangler 2-Door, 3 pcs. 12109.01

07-10 Wrangler 4-Door, 4 pcs. 12109.02

11-14 Wrangler 2-Door, 3 pcs. NEW 12109.03

11-14 Wrangler 4-Door, 4 pcs. NEW 12109.04
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wINdow storAGe roLL bAG
ruGGed rIdGe® soFt toP AccessorIes

JK soFt toP storAGe boot

tIre coVers
Custom designed to fit today’s most popular sized tires. Constructed 
of durable vinyl coated polyester fabric. Colors match other Rugged 
Ridge® Soft Accessories. Please measure tire diameter.

Want to cruise around with the top off, but keep your top close in case of sudden 
showers or temperature drops? The Rugged Ridge® Soft Top Storage Boot is the 
solution to protect your soft top when it is folded down. Designed to be used with the 
windows zipped out.

Protect your soft top windows from scratching and other damage with a window 
storage bag from Rugged Ridge®. This easy to use storage bag stores your rear quarter 
and rear back window using a soft internal material and a heavy duty exterior fabric 
bag for the ultimate in protection. The internal fabric is placed between the windows 
to prevent scratching and window on window contact. Simply place the windows in 
between the fabric and gently roll the windows into an easy to store “window roll”. The 
rolled up bag can now be easily installed to the rear of your sport bar with attached 
nylon straps and buckles. This window storage bag solution is a must for those soft top 
owners who want to keep their windows out of harm’s way and prolong the life of their 
soft top. each storage bag is backed by an industry leading 3 year limited warranty.

bLAcK 01
GrAy 09

deNIM bLAcK 15
dIAMoNd bLAcK 35

Replace your worn and faded factory Roll Bar Covers with the high quality replacements 
from Rugged Ridge®. Available in Oe style polyester or premium vinyl. The padded Roll 
Bar Covers install easily using zippers and “hook & loop” attachments. Special cut-outs 
allow you to install the covers without removing the rear seat belts!

Roll bar Covers Part #

Roll Bar Cover, Black, Polyester, 07-14 Jeep Wrangler 2-Door, NEW 13613.02
Roll Bar Cover, Black, Vinyl, 07-14 Jeep Wrangler 2-Door, NEW 13613.06
Roll Bar Cover, Black, Polyester, 07-14 Jeep Wrangler 4-Door, NEW 13613.01
Roll Bar Cover, Black, Vinyl, 07-14 Jeep Wrangler 4-Door, NEW 13613.05

roLLbAr coVers

®
sPIce 37

dIAMoNd KHAKI 36

Tire Diameter Black Other Colors*

27-29” 12801.01 12801.XX

30-32” 12802.01 12802.XX

33” - 12803.XX

35-36” - 12804.XX

Note: To ensure proper fit, measure the diameter of the tire you are covering and pick the 
appropriate tire cover size listed above.

*Replace “XX” with corresponding swatch color number shown below

JK Soft Top Storage boot Part #

07-14 Wrangler 2-Door, Black Diamond, each 12104.50

07-14 Wrangler 4-Door, Black Diamond, each 12104.51

Window Storage Sport bar bag Part #

Black, Jeep® Wrangler (JK) 07-14, 2-Door or 4-Door 12107.05
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soFt toP dIscoNNects
Upgrade your factory 2007-12 Wrangler Soft Top Hardware with 
these quick release bow mounts. Allows for easy, no tool disconnect 
of your soft top bows from your Jeep®. Installation is easy and quick, 
no drilling required.

Will not work with 2013-14 spring assist.

3 lAYeR pRoTeCTioN!

®

wAter resIstANt cAb/FuLL coVers

Complete Cover kits with lock 
and storage bag available.

Custom fit Cab Covers protect your vehicles interior from dust, dirt and light showers. 
Constructed of vinyl coated polyester fabric or a space age cover material (Weather 
Lite/Three Layer Covers), these easy to use covers install in minutes. Reinforced elastic 
side straps and under body hooks hold the cab cover in place. No drilling required. 
Complete vehicle covers also available in breathable Weather Lite fabric or durable 
Three Layer fabric. Weather Lite is perfect for inside storage while the Three Layer 
covers are designed for short term outdoor use.

Water
Non-Woven
fabric

Breathable
Microporous
Barrier

Non-Woven 
fabric

Vehicle Moisture & Condensation

Prolong the life of your hard doors with this handy storage option 
from Rugged Ridge®. each storage bag features special soft fabric 
sides that are padded to “cradle” your hard door. We use oversized 
zippers and durable nylon fabrics for long life and weather resistance. 
Special handle placement allows for easy carrying and storage, and 
each bag includes a strap that allows them to hang on the wall of 
your shop or garage.

ruGGed rIdGe® JK door storAGe bAGs

JK door Storage bags Part #

Door Storage Bags front, Pair, 2007-2014 Wrangler NEW 12108.10

Door Storage Bags Rear, Pair, 2007-2014 Wrangler NEW 12108.20

Soft Top disconnect Kit Part #

07-12 Wrangler 4-Door, 4 pack 11251.04

Full Covers Part #

Three Layer full Car Cover (w/Bag & Lock) 07-14 4-Door Wrangler 13321.73

Three Layer full Car Cover (Cover only) 07-14 4-Door Wrangler 13321.71

Three Layer full Car Cover (w/Bag & Lock), 07-14 2-Door Wrangler 13321.81

Three Layer full Car Cover (Cover only), 07-14 2-Door Wrangler 13321.80

Car Cover Storage Bag 12105.01

Cab Cover, Weather Lite, 07-14 2-Door Wrangler 13317.10

Cab Cover, Weather Lite, 07-14 4-Door Wrangler 13318.10

Cab Cover, Vinyl, 07-14 2-Door Wrangler 13317.09

Cab Cover, Vinyl, 07-14 4-Door Wrangler 13318.09
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sHerPA JK rooF rAcK systeM

The new Sherpa Roof Rack System by Rugged Ridge® for the 07-14 Jeep® Wrangler (JK) is an easy bolt-on solution for 2 or 4-door Wranglers that 
requires no modifications to the body of your Jeep®.

The unique tilt feature allows you to access your soft top with ease, and the hard top or freedom panels can be removed without removing the rack 
system. As an added bonus, the forward mounting bar acts as an integrated light bar. The Roof Rack System accepts the Rugged Ridge drop down 
light bracket (PN 11232.22) to mount up to 4 lights.

Remove your freedom Panels without having 
to move the roof rack.

Roof Rack tilts back allowing you to easily
 put your soft top back.

Designed to allow removal of hard top 
without moving the roof rack.

Use the optional Roof Rack Adapters to mount cross bars.

®

Sherpa Roof Rack System Part #

Sherpa Roof Rack System, 2-Door, 07-14 Wrangler 11703.01

Sherpa Roof Rack System, 4-Door, 07-14 Wrangler 11703.02

Sherpa Roof Rack Adapter 11703.10

11703.10
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ALL terrAIN ModuLAr buMPer

GIVe your wrANGLer ruGGed ProtectIoN 
wItHout breAKING tHe bANK!

Modeled after our XHD Modular Bumper System, but with the more budget-oriented consumer in mind, Rugged Ridge® set out to create an affordable 
yet strong and functional bumper system. With the All Terrain bumper system we developed a bumper that will retail starting at $299.99. The All Terrain 
Modular Bumper System is built from black powder coated steel and has a renewed focus on design and functionality. Owners can again design 
and build a bumper to fit their specific needs. The new Double X-Striker is an option currently exclusive to the All Terrain modular bumper system. A 
unique feature of this bumper is that it can be upgraded from a non-winch to a winch bumper. A removeable steel plate covers the winch area until 
the consumer is ready to add a winch. All Terrain bumper options are not compatible with any of the XHD bumpers. Patent#s 7,703,834 & 8,393,656

A

B

C

D

D

f

e

Hoop Over RiderDouble-X Striker front Non-Winch Bumper

®

JK All Terrain Front bumper Part #

All Terrain front Non-Winch Bumper for 07-14 Wrangler* (A) 11542.02

Steel Double X-Striker, 07-14 Wrangler (B) 11542.13

Steel Hoop Over Rider, 07-14 Wrangler (C) 11542.14

Steel Bumper ends for All Terrain Bumper, 07-14 Wrangler (D) 11542.23

Steel Winch Plate, 07-14 Wrangler (e) 11542.13

D-Ring Pair, 3/4” (f) 11235.01
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®

Designed to be a whole new look while being extremely light weight.  
Save on fuel and the need for front suspension spacers.  The Bumper 
is all Aluminum but uses the current steel XHD D-rings.  each bumper 
comes with a built in top filler plate.  Each new aluminum XHD has 
cutouts and mounting points for the factory fog lights and a great 
looking “Jeep® Style” front slat look that will make this bumper stand 
out. If you want to run a winch, simply remove the filler plate and 
attach the optional JK Winch mounting plate (Steel Plate). The XHD 
Aluminum bumper is approximately 80lbs+ lighter than the average 
steel off road bumper. Government studies show a fuel economy 
benefit of 2% for every 100lbs of weight savings. Patent #s 7,703,834 
& 8,393,656

Available Components:

•	 Aluminum Center Section with Steel D-Rings
•	 Stubby Bumper ends - Aluminum
•	 JK Winch Plate - Special design for this bumper
•	 Special Aluminum Over-rider with front slope

Taking the light weight theme further, we have developed steel inner 
framed Aluminum Rear Bumper Pods.  These new lightweight Pods 
still allow for over sized tires but take a huge chunk of weight out 
of the bumper. (The picture shows the rear pods installed with the 
enclosed steel D rings for the XHD Rear Tire Carrier). each Pod can be 
used with tire carrier part #11546.20 to hang those 35”+ tires shown 
in picture with the optional center step. The XHD Aluminum bumper 
pods are approximately 40lbs+ lighter than the average steel off 
road bumper. Government studies show a fuel economy benefit of 
2% for every 100lbs of weight savings.

11547.01

11547.10

Just How light is the Aluminum XHd bumper?
Front bumper Weight
Aluminum XHD - Standard Configuration* 26.9lbs

Oe Bumper 35.7lbs

Brand X Off Road Bumper 110lbs & Up
*Standard Configuration: Bumper Base, Filler Plate & D-Rings. The optional Hoop Over-rider, 
Stubby ends & Winch Plate make the maximum overall weight of the bumper 62.6lbs.

Just How light is the Aluminum XHd Rear bumper?

Rear bumper Weight
Aluminum XHD - Standard Configuration* 43.45lbs

Oe Plastic Bumper Cover 16.5lbs

Brand X Off Road Bumper 85lbs & Up
*Standard Configuration: Pods, Brackets & D-Rings. The optional Step adds an additional 6lbs.

XHd ALuMINuM buMPer systeM  

XHd ALuMINuM reAr buMPer Pods

*See page 14 for tire carrier option.  Part# 11546.22

Note: Aluminum XHD & Steel XHD components are not interchangeable.

JK Aluminum Front bumper Part #

07-14 Wrangler Non-Winch, Textured Blk, 11541.02

07-14 Wrangler With Winch, Textured Blk, 11541.01

07-14 Wrangler Winch Plate, 11541.13

07-14 Wrangler front Bumper ends, 1 11541.10

07-14 Wrangler Over Rider, 1 11541.14

07-14 Wrangler Double X-Striker 11542.13

D-Ring Pair, 3/4” (f) 11235.01

JK Aluminum Rear bumper Part #

07-14 Wrangler XHD Bumper Pods, Textured Blk, 11547.01

07-14 Wrangler XHD Bumper Pod Center Step, Textured Blk, 11547.10
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XHd ModuLAr buMPer systeM

tHe Most AdVANced, touGHest, Most 
FLeXIbLe buMPer systeM eVer creAted!

No other bumper can give your Jeep® this 
many looks. Modular design provides dozens 
of different looks and styles. You can build 
the exact bumper of your choice! Custom 
designed for the 2007-2012 Jeep® Wranglers, 
each component maximizes the oversized look 
of the vehicle. All components are constructed 
of heavy-duty textured black powder coated 
steel with a tough e-Coat under-coating or 
polished, no rust, prime 304 stainless steel for 
the ultimate look! These tough finishes will 
provide years of heavy-duty use. Matching 
rear bumpers are available for a complete 
look. Patent #s 7,703,834 & 8,393,656

A

C

D

e

f

K

G

L

B

J

®

XHd storAGe eNds
Looking for an easily accessible yet secure storage solution for your Wrangler? XHD Storage ends from 
Rugged Ridge® turn your bumper into a stylish watertight storage vault. The XHD Storage ends are a great 
place to stow recovery gear and other valuables. Beefy steel construction, a watertight seal, and lockable 
lid helps keep mud and water out and your gear in.

ALso AVAILAbLe IN stAINLess For A wHoLe New LooK!

®

Application Part #

Short Base, Winch Mount, Textured Black D-Rings, 07-14 Wrangler (A) 11540.10

Short Base, Light Mount, Textured Black D-Rings, 07-14 Wrangler 11540.11

RRC Mount, 2.5” Tube, Textured Black for XHD Bumper, 07-14 Wrangler (B) 11540.18

Stinger, 2” Textured Black for XHD Bumper, 07-14 Wrangler (C) 11540.13

Hoop Over-Rider, 60mm Textured Black for XHD Bumper, 07-14 Wrangler (D) 11540.14

Standard ends, Textured Black for XHD Bumper, 07-14 Wrangler (e) 11540.12

Storage ends, Textured Black for XHD Bumper, 07-14 Wrangler*  11540.22

Tube ends, Textured Black for XHD Bumper, 07-14 Wrangler (f) 11540.21

Stubby ends, Textured Black for XHD Bumper, 07-14 Wrangler (G) 11540.23

D-Rings, Pair for Use With Stinger & RRC D-Ring Mounts, 07-14 Wrangler (H) 11235.01

Mounting Plates for Warn Power Plant Winch (for use on 11540.10 only) 11540.15

D-Rings, Pair, 07-12 Wrangler (Included w/ XHD Bumper base)  [J] 11540.20

High Clearance ends, for XHD front Bumper, 07-14 Wrangler NEW [K] 11540.24

Double X Striker, for XHD front Bumper, 07-14 Wrangler NEW [L] 11540.25

*Storage ends will not work with the (B) RRC front bumper mount*

XHd bumper System (Stainless Steel) Part #

Short Base, Light Mount, Stainless Steel, Stainless D-Rings, 07-14 Wrangler* 11540.71
Hoop Over-Rider, 60mm Stainless for XHD Bumper, 07-14 Wrangler** 11540.16
Standard ends, Stainless for XHD Bumper, 07-14 Wrangler Pair 11540.19
Tube ends, Stainless for XHD Bumper, 07-14 Wrangler Pair 11540.73
Polished Stainless D-Rings, Replaces Standard XHD D-Rings, 07-14 Wrangler Pair 11540.17
* includes Stainless D-Rings    ** Will not work with Warn Power Plant Winch. 

XHd Storage ends Part #

Storage ends, Textured Black, 07-14 Wrangler 11540.22
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XHd tIre cArrIer MouNt For 07-14 wrANGLer

tIre cArrIer LINKAGe
Has opening your rear tailgate become a burden since you added a swing out tire 
carrier? Has it become easier to crawl over the rear seat to grab your gear, than hassling 
with the tire carrier? The Rugged Ridge® Tire Carrier Linkage Kit eliminates the issue and 
makes accessing the cargo area quick and painless. Once installed the linkage mates 
the tire carrier to the tailgate, so both open in a single fluid movement. The Tire Carrier 
Linkage is designed to work with Rugged Ridge® XHD, rear bumper and tire carriers, but 
will also work with most other aftermarket tire carriers. No drilling is required to mount the 
linkage to the tailgate, but some minor drilling is required to mount the linkage to the 
tire carrier.

The New Tire Carrier Mount by Rugged Ridge takes convenience and durability 
to a whole new level. Constructed from durable steel, the mount is easy to add 
on to existing bumpers and is compatible with body lifts and XHD rear bumpers.  
The mount reduces vibration of the tire carrier, and features an adjustable 
saddle, linkage to tailgate, and reinforced spindle to double protection!

tIre cArrIer recoVery (tcr) bAG
The TCR bag has been designed to 
mount to Rugged Ridge® RRC, XHD & 
Classic rear tire carrier bumpers. This bag 
allows the storage of all your recovery 
gear between the A-frame uprights on 
your rear tire carrier. Constructed of 
weather resistant material & features 
a zipper flap to help protect your gear 
from the environment.

Make the most of your rear bumper with our XHD 
Rear Bumper System. features easy installation, 
amazing looks and two reinforced heavy-duty 
D-Ring attachment points. Special “inner mounting 
plate” provides an extremely secure mounting 
point - strong enough for off-road use! The two-
piece design allows use with and without tire 
carrier options. Heavy-duty powder coated steel 
design looks great but is extremely tough. Mount 
on the optional Tire Carrier and you can hold up 
to a 35” tire.

XtreMe HeAVy-duty (XHd) reAr buMPer systeM For 07-14 wrANGLer

®

®

tHIrd brAKe LIGHt eXteNsIoN
The third brake light extension kit from Rugged Ridge 
is brake light solution JK owners have been waiting 
for. Our brake light extension kit is fully adjustable 
in 1” increments and works with the Oe spare tire 
carrier and most aftermarket units as well! It is made 
from durable black powder coated steel. It moves 
the third brake light up above oversized spare tires 
from 33” to 42”. Off road antenna mount or send 
flag mount integrated into design.

XHd Tire Carrier Mount Part #

Tire Carrier Mount Add-on for 11546.20 & 11547.01, 
Textured Black 07-14 Wrangler  NEW

11546.22

Tire Carrier linkage Part #

Tire Carrier Linkage, 07-14 Wrangler (JK) 11503.91

Tire Carrier Recovery bag (each) Part #

TCR Bag fits XHD Rear Bumper with Tire Carrier 12801.50

Xtreme Heavy-duty Rear bumper Part #

Rear XHD Bumper, Textured Black, 07-14 Wrangler 11546.20

Rear Receiver Hitch, 07-14 Wrangler 11580.10

Third Brake Light Extension Part #

Third Brake Light extension, 07-14 Wrangler 11546.23

Calif. Residents: See Prop. 65 Warning on Page. 2
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JK stubby tube buMPer
Rugged Ridge® has taken their industry leading front Tube Bumper and re-designed 
the ends to make the ultimate high clearance off-road winch bumper. This unique 
design has a built-in winch mount and special cut-outs for the JK Wrangler factory fog 
lamps. Like our regular tube bumper, we have cut into the front tubing allowing the 
bumper to “hug” the front end of the Jeep®. each bumper includes durable welded 
end caps and polished smooth welds for the ultimate in durability. NeW: Special inside 
pre-coat eliminates any chance of interior rusting. A Rugged Ridge® exclusive!

Textured Black

Stainless   

Rugged Ridge® Bumpers have been engineered to the industry’s most 
exacting specifications. All powder coated Rugged Ridge® bumper 
products are “E-coated” to ensure a no rust finish. Rugged Ridge® 
Bumpers can take small rock chips and still maintain their rust protection. 
All Rugged Ridge® front and Rear Bumpers feature smooth ground welds 
for an unbelievable look and further rust protection. This exclusive smooth 
grind process virtually eliminates small weld “pockets” that never seem 
to get full paint coverage and tend to rust over time. Need to mount a 
winch on your Jeep®? The winch mount version of the Rugged Ridge® 
front Tube Bumper features a built in winch mounting plate. Nothing extra 
to buy! finally, all Rugged Ridge® Bumpers feature welded end caps 
rather than plastic end caps.

buLL bArs For 07-14 wrANGLer

X-cLAMP MouNtING systeM

Welded end 
Caps

fog Lamp 
Mounts Welded filler 

Plate

Get that heavy-duty look with a Bull Bar from Rugged Ridge®! each design has been custom designed 
for your JK Wrangler utilizing tough 3/8”-1/4” thick heavy-duty mounting brackets. each Bull Bar offers 
smooth ground welds and laser cut skid plates. The black model has a dual stage powder coat finish 
with a tough E-coat under coating. The polished stainless version has been polished to a mirror finish 
providing a beautiful look on your Jeep®.

The X-Clamp from Rugged Ridge® features an innovative and unique 
adjustment which allows mounting to tubes ranging from 2” to 3”.  Rotate the 
X-Clamp to fit your tube,  pivot the mounting bracket to the desired position, 
and then apply the logo to the front. Patent Pending.

Pre-drilled light tabs for off-
road light mounting.

Polished Stainless 
Steel Skid Plate.

FroNt tube buMPers

®

Stubby Tube bumper Part #

Stubby Tube Bumper, 07-14 Wrangler (JK) each 11561.12

Front bumpers Front bumper with Riser Black Textured Black Stainless

07-14 Wrangler * front Tube Bumper w/Riser – 11561.10 11563.10

07-14 Wrangler * (1) front Bumper w/ Built-in Winch Plate – 11561.11 –

for All Tube Bumpers License Plate Mounting Bracket 11503.80

for All Tube Bumpers Light Mounting Bracket each 11503.81 – –

for All Tube Bumpers CB Antenna Mounting Bracket each 11503.88 – –

* fits 2 & 4-Door. 2007-12 Wrangler, has cut-outs for Oe foglamps.   (1) Winch mount plate included. 

bull bars Part #

3 Inch Black Powder Coated each, 07-09 Wrangler 11564.01

3 Inch Stainless Steel each, 07-09 Wrangler 11565.01

3 Inch Black Powder Coated each, 10-14 Wrangler NEW 11564.02

3 Inch Stainless Steel each, 10-14 Wrangler NEW 11565.02

Rugged Ridge X-Clamp Mounting System Part #

X-Clamp, 2-3in, Black 11030.01

X-Clamp, 2-3in, Silver 11030.10
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rrc reAr buMPers
The Rugged Ridge® RRC Rear Bumper provides the off road protection you are looking 
for!  The  frame mounted platform  features a heavy-duty grid like system with raised 
sides for the ultimate protection and greatest ground clearance. each RRC bumper is 
constructed of durable powder coat painted .120 wall welded end cap steel tubing 
for long life and extreme durability.  RRC Rear Bumper also features a reinforced hitch 
box that is designed for off-road accessories (not designed or rated for towing. Use only 
for accessories).  To make your vehicle look its very best, we have enclosed a rear filler 
plate that completes the look of your bumper and hides un-sightly under carrige parts. 

JK Off-Road Jack Mount allows you to carry your 
Off-Road jack on the outside of your vehicle saving 
precious cargo space. fast and easy bolt on installation. 
Compatible with stock and most aftermarket rear 
bumpers (without tire carriers) as well as Rugged Ridge® 
XHD rear bumper with or without tire carrier. Bracket is 
sturdy and secures the jack in two locations to eliminate 
any vibration noise during vehicle operation. Durable 
textured finish looks great. Fits most off-road style jacks 
including Hi-Lift™.

This durable mounting bracket installs directly 
to factory tire carrier on 2007-current Jeep® 
Wranglers without drilling. each powder coat 
painted textured black steel bracket is extremely 
durable and provides a hidden mounting point for 
your CB or off road antenna. each antenna mount 
includes mounting hardware and bracket.

oFF roAd JAcK MouNt

cb ANteNNA MouNt

reAr tube buMPer
Get the off-road look with a Rugged Ridge® Tube Bumper! each bumper has smooth 
ground welds, welded end caps (not plastic end caps!) and the unique style only 
available from Rugged Ridge®. Center tire cut-out allows for larger tires while still 
keeping that off-road look, accommodates tire sizes up to 35”. each rear tube bumper 
includes a special UV treated textured plastic filler plate to fill in the gap between the 
body and the bumper, a Rugged Ridge® exclusive.

®

Get your Hi Lift style jack out of the elements with this roll bar mounting kit from Rugged 
Ridge®. Storing your jack outside leaves it vulnerable to water, debris, ice and theft. 
These great new brackets allow you to secure your jack to the sports bar without 
sacrificing cargo area storage, and increase the longevity and function of your jack! 
The simple no drill installation allows for easy removal and storage of the jack.

oFF roAd JAcK roLL bAr MouNtING brAcKet

Hood LocK
Special design virtually disappears into the grille. 
Cam lock design keeps people out of the engine 
compartment of your Jeep®. These clever 
applications install in minutes. 
An upgraded internal lock cover 
keeps ice and debris from fouling 
the lock mechanism.

®

This handy Off Road Jack 
Handle Retainer Strap pulls 
taut to secure the jack 
handle to the jack and 
eliminates obnoxious rattles. 
fits most off road style farm 
jacks including Hi-Lift.

oFF roAd JAcK HANdLe strAP

off Road Jack Handle 
Retainer Strap Part #

Universal Application, Black 13305.60

RRC Rear bumpers Textured Black

07-14 Wrangler, RRC Rear Bumper w/Hitch each 11503.15

off Road Jack Mount Part #

Off Road Jack Mounting Bracket, Hi-Lift Style, Jeep Wrangler 07-14 11586.01

Rear Tube bumper Textured Black Stainless

Rear Tube Bumper, 07-14 Wrangler 11571.10 11573.10

off Road Jack Roll bar Mounting bracket Part #

07-14 Wrangler 11586.02

Hood lock Kits Part #

07-14 Wrangler, each 11252.05

Spare Tire Carrier Cb Antenna Mount Part #

Spare Tire Carrier CB Antenna Mount, 07-14 Wrangler, 11503.89
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Keep your rocker panels from being beaten to a 
pulp on the trail with Rugged Ridge® Side Armor. 
Built from heavy-duty 2” x 0.120” black texture 
powder coated steel tubing, these guards will take 
the beating that was meant for your sheet metal. 
JK models feature a simple bolt-on design that 
utilizes existing body mount locations for a secure, 
rattle free installation. The black texture finish resists 
scratches and gives a slip-resistant surface for door 
entry. Sold as a pair and includes all necessary 
installation hardware.

rrc sIde ArMor

rrc rocK sLIders
This true Rock Crawling design puts protection 
tight up under the side of your Jeep® while 
adding a special side “hoop” to block those large 
outcroppings. Special no drill frame mounted 
design provides secure, bounce-free installation 
while keeping the mounting points above the 
bottom of the frame for greater ground clearance. 
each RRC Rock slider mounts to your Wrangler 
using a simple bolt on frame mount design for ease 
of installation and extra durability.

07-12 Wrangler models have 
simple bolt on design. Utilizes 

existing body mount locations 
on frame.

®

11504.22 RRC Rock Slider, Textured Black,
07-12 4-Door Wrangler

2” x .12” Wall 
Construction, 
Black Texture 
Powder Coat 
finish

Resists 
Scratches & 
Is Slip 
Resistant 11054.20 RRC Side Armor, Textured 

Black, 07-12 4-Door Wrangler

sIde tube stePs
Complete the look with a set of Rugged Ridge® tubular tough duty side steps. Available in 3” round, 
4” round, and 4.25” oval diameter sizes. The large 4.25” oval and 4” round tubes provide a much 
cleaner look and are not “dwarfed” by oversized tires and oversized body style features of the 
2007-12 Wrangler. Rugged Ridge® Stainless Tube Steps feature prime 304L, .05” wall stainless 
tubing polished to a mirror finish. The polishing process for a Rugged Ridge® step is longer and 
deeper pulling out the deepest shine from the steel. A true “deep polish”! Rugged Ridge® painted 
steel Tube Steps feature special E-coated, .07” wall steel that is “thick source” powder coated for 
a tough chip resistant finish. The special E-coat undercoating provides double rust protection as it 
bonds to the metal creating a protective layer found nowhere else. All Rugged Ridge® Tube steps 
feature a truly custom fit with installation brackets constructed of durable 3/16” powder coated 
steel for long life and years of flex-free use. Each Tube Step features special UV treated no-slip step 
pads with 5 mounting pins. These step pads are preinstalled on top of the tube - no exposed metal 
to rust. All 2007-12 Wrangler models are no drill designs.

11593.07

RRC Side Armor Textured Black

07-14 Wrangler, 4-Door Pair 11504.20

07-14 Wrangler, 2-Door Pair 11504.21

RRC Rocker Sliders Textured Black

07-14 Wrangler 4-Door Pair 11504.22

07-14 Wrangler 2-Door Pair 11504.23

Side Tube Steps Black Textured Black Stainless

07-14 Wrangler 3” Round, 2-Door Pair 11590.05 11591.05 11593.05

07-14 Wrangler 3” Round, 4-Door Pair 11590.06 11591.06 11593.06

07-14 Wrangler 4” Round, 2-Door Pair - 11591.09 11593.09

07-14 Wrangler 4” Round, 4-Door Pair - 11591.10 11593.10

07-14 Wrangler 4¼” Oval, 2-Door Pair - 11591.07 11593.07

07-14 Wrangler 4¼” Oval, 4-Door Pair - 11591.08 11593.08
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Custom design bolts directly to factory mounting points on the rear of the vehicle, 
very similar design to the Oe Receiver Hitch. Durable powder coat design sheds water 
and provides a long lasting rust free finish. Includes cutout for factory wiring harness 
mounting. Designed as a one-piece welded assembly for added strength, we built 
our hitch receiver to match the towing capacity of your Jeep®: 3,500-lb tow rating, 
350-lb tongue weight rating with weight distributing equipment; otherwise 2000-lb tow 
rating, 200-lb tongue weight rating, 2” opening.

11580.51

receIVer HItcH

LocKAbLe sPAre tIre MouNt bIKe cArrIer
This easy-to-use bike rack mounts to any emergency tire mounting studs. The 
bike rack carries 2 bikes directly off the spare tire. It is constructed of 2” powder 
coated steel tubing for maximum rust protection and durability. The bike clamp 
features rubber pads to protect your bike’s finish. The carrier comes with 2 keys 
for the locking mechanism. Fits wheel off sets from 2-5/8” to 6”. For All Jeep® 
Outside Spare Tire Applications

receIVer sHAcKLe brAcKet HItcH bALL

receIVer tow HooK
Heavy-duty black powder coated 
tow hook inserts into any 2” style 
hitch (does not include hitch pin, 
not designed for towing).

receIVer HItcH eXteNder
Includes clip and pin. Ball not 
included. for Jeep® use only. 
2000-lb two rating, 200-lb tongue 
weight rating.

Constructed from solid steel 
the extender lengthens your 2” 
receiver up to 12 inches!  (Hitch 
mount accessories only - not tow 
rated)

2” receIVer HItcH

This heavy-duty steel design fits into any 2” receiver 
box. It is rated up to 9,500 lbs. pulling capacity 
on evenly distributed straight pulls. Note: never 
exceed your receiver capacity. Not designed for 
towing. Does not include hitch pin.

To avoid risk of serious injury or death:
•	 Review & follow all required towing 

options, weight limitations and 
recommendations in Towing section 
of your Jeep® Owners manual.

•	 Never exceed smallest GVWR of 
your trailer towing system (Jeep® 
vehicle, hitch, draw bar and ball).  
Receiver draw bar and ball included 
with this kit are Class 2 rated (trailer 
GVWR 2000 lb {less than symbol} 
3500 lb). Vertical tongue weight {less 
than symbol} 200 lbs.  

Hitch Ball includes a 
matching mounting nut 
and lock washer. Pick 
from two standard sizes.

Hood LIFt KIts
eliminate the factory prop rod with a pair of gas 
charged hood lifts. This kit includes all the brackets 
and gas shocks needed to clean up the underhood 
appearance of your rig. easy installation. 

®

Receiver Hitch Part #

07-14 Wrangler, each 11580.10

Tow Wiring Harness Part #

07-14 Wrangler, each 17275.01

Hitch Kit Rear Part #

Hitch & Wiring, 07-14 Wrangler 11580.51

ball Mount Receiver Hitch Part #

2” Square, each 11237.02

Receiver Hitch Extender Part #

12” extender, each 11580.50

Hood lift Kit Part #

07-14 Wrangler, Kit 11252.51

Service Replacement Shock Part #

07-14 Wrangler 11252.81

Receiver 
Shackle bracket Part #

All 2’’ Receivers, each 11234.01

Hitch ball Kit Part #

2’’ x 3/4’’ 11305.01

1-7/8’’ x 3/4’’ 11305.02

Receiver Tow Hook Part #

fits All 2” Recievers, each 11237.01

bike Carrier Part #

Spare Tire Mount Bike Carrier, each 11237.10
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HeAVy duty sKId PLAtes

MuFFLer sKId PLAte Our heavy duty skid plates re constructed of durable 3/16” thick 
black powder coated steel, and mount to existing body holes using 
the factory hardware. They help transfer the load of an impact away 
important components, and are designed to take whatever the trail 
throws at you!

The Muffler Skid Plate is 
constructed of durable 5mm 
thick black powder coated 
steel, and mounts to existing 
body holes using the factory 
hardware. It helps transfer the 
load of an impact away from 
the muffler and to the frame.

FroNt sKId PLAte
Custom designed to protect the steering components on all 2007-14 Jeep® Wranglers, 
this overbuilt skid plate is a must for those off road adventures. Constructed of durable 
1/4” powdercoated steel with a rust resistant e-Coating, this Skid Plate is designed to 
take whatever the trail throws at you! Designed to fit with all Rugged Ridge® front 
bumpers (looks amazing with the XHD Bumper system!) or all factory front bumpers, 
this skid plate provides protection for all front steering components including the 
very expensive electric sway bar disconnect system found on Rubicon models. easy 
to install frame mount design incorporates special gussets and welded brackets to 
ensure long life and great off road performance.

®

HeAVy-duty dIFFereNtIAL sKId PLAtes

HeAVy-duty dIFFereNtIAL coVers

Protect your factory differential cover with 
these heavy-duty skid plates. Designed to fit 
the contours of your stock differential cover. 
Constructed of durable 3/16” black powder 
coated steel, these skid plates will help you 
slide over obstacles and not get hung up. 
Incudes replacement mounting hardware and 
instructions. Now available with the Jeep® logo 
stamped into the face as an Authentic Jeep® 
Licensed product.

Made from either 3/8“ cast steel or 5/16” stamped 
steel, these heavy-duty covers are designed to 
protect your differential and all its working parts 
for as long as you own your vehicle. 

16595.30Cast differential Cover Part #

Dana 30, each 16595.30
Dana 35, each 16595.35
Dana 44, each 16595.44
Dana 60, each 16595.60

A

B

C

D

Front Skid plate for 07-14 Wrangler Part #

front Skid Plate- All RR bumpers, all factory original bumpers 18003.30

Heavy-duty differential Skid plates Part #

Dana 30 Diff. Skid Plate 16597.30
Dana 30 Diff. Skid Plate with Jeep® Logo DMC-16597.30
Dana 35 Diff. Skid Plate 16597.35
Dana 35 Diff. Skid Plate with Jeep® Logo DMC-16597.35
Dana 44 Diff. Skid Plate 16597.44
Dana 44 Diff. Skid Plate with Jeep® Logo DMC-16597.44

Heavy-duty Skid plates Part #

engine & Transmission Skid Plate, 07-11 Wrangler (A) 18003.50

engine & Transmission Skid Plate, 12-14 Wrangler (A) 18003.51

Transfer Case Skid Plate, 07-14 Wrangler (B) 18003.32

evaporator Skid Plate, 07-11 Wrangler (C) 18003.40

evaporator Skid Plate, 12-14 Wrangler (C) 18003.41

Control Arm Skid Plates, front Pair, 07-14 Wrangler 18003.35

Control Arm Skid Plates, Rear Pair, 07-14 Wrangler (D) 18003.36

Control Arm Skid Plates, front & Rear Kit, 07-14 Wrangler 18003.37

Muffler Skid Plate Part #

07-14 Wrangler New 18003.31
* for Oe exhaust only.
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ruGGed rIdGe® sHocKs
Rugged Ridge® only uses nitrogen charged gas shocks for all their kits. Though a little more money, the nitro gas shock in combination 
with the Rugged Ridge® kits provide a better ride both on and off road. By using an Rugged Ridge® lift kit and matching gas shocks, you 
optimize the suspension’s capabilities giving you a better ride both on and off road.  

Shock features include:
•	 150 PSI pressurized Nitrogen gas 
•	 Internal valving - the internal orifice will 

rotate when the piston moves more than 2” 
automatically adjusts to make the ride as 
smooth  as possible

•	 Twin tube construction to lower heat build up 
and  protect the shock from off road damage

•	 Bonded Iron 14mm piston with extra chroming 
- provides for a longer, rust free life

•	 Includes polyurethane bushings
•	 Limited lifetime warranty on the shocks

HIGH QUALITY COLD DRAWN 
eXTRUDeD STeeL INNeR TUBe

MICRO-POLISHeD AND DOUBLe-
PLATeD CHROMeD PISTON RODS

TefLON COATeD PISTON AND SeALING 
RINGS fOR HIGH WeAR ReSISTANCe

“TRIPLe LIP” STYLe PISTON ROD 
SeAL fOR TOTAL SeALING

INDUCTION HARDeNeD PISTON
ROD eNDS fOR eXTRA STReNGTH

“TWIN TUBe” DeSIGN fOR 
PROTeCTION Of THe INNeR TUBe

PReCISION 
MACHINeD 
eXTRUDeD STeeL 
MOUNTING eYeS

These durable shock boots keep 
mud and debris from prematurely 
ruining your shocks and they 
look great too! Works on ORV™ 
Nitrogen Shocks and most other 
brands as well! Sold each.

coLored sHocK boots

ruGGed rIdGe® steerING stAbILIzers
Rugged Ridge® recommends upgrading your current steering stabilizer or adding a stabilizer on all lifted 
Jeep® vehicles. The Rugged Ridge® Steering stabilizer dampens out the roughness of the highway and 
the vibration from running larger tires and wheels. Rugged Ridge® Hydraulic Stabilizers also make it easier 
to move those larger tires and wheels both on and off road. These noticeable handling improvements 
are well worth the small investment!

INVerted drAG LINK

FrAMe brAce KIt

The inverted drag link is designed to restore the steering 
geometry on lifted Wranglers. The re-designed drag link 
is inverted or flipped up over the knuckle to increase 
ground clearance and reduce bumpsteer. This 
part may reduce need for drop pitman arm. 
NOTe: a 13/16” drill bit is required for 
installation. 

This heavy duty adjustable track bar helps bring 
your axle back to being centered under your 
Jeep after being lifted. If your Jeep suffers 
from the dreaded -death wobble- then 
this track bar might be just the ticket to 
getting things back under control. 

The heavy duty frame brace and trackbar drop bracket from Rugged Ridge have 
been designed to reduce front end movement and shimmying on lifted JK Wranglers. 
The frame brace includes a trackbar drop bracket to help maintain the proper steering 
geometry. The kit is recommended on any JK Wrangler with 3” or more of lift and an 
adjustable trackbar. Welding is required for installation. 

®

®

AdJustAbLe trAcKbAr

Rugged Ridge® Shocks front extended Collapsed Rear extended Collapsed

Nitrogen Series Shock, 07-14 Jeep® Wrangler 2-Door, 3.5” Lift, 
07-14 Wrangler 4-Door 2.5” Lift

18465.09 22.75” 13.54” 18465.10 25.35” 15.05”

Nitrogen Series Shock, 07-14 Jeep® Wrangler 2-Door, 5” Lift, 07-14 
Wrangler 4-Door 4” Lift

18465.11 26.79” 15.56” 18465.12 28.38” 16.65”

oRv™ Steering Stabilizers Part#

 ORV™ Hydraulic Series Steering Stabilizer, 07-14 Jeep® Wrangler 2 & 4-Door 18475.03

inverted drag link Part#

 07-14 Wrangler, Inverted Drag Link NEW 18205.26

Frame brace Kit Part#

 07-14 Wrangler, frame Brace Kit NEW 18205.25

Shock boots Part#

Shock Boot, Black, Universal Application New 18479.50

Shock Boot, Red, Universal Application New 18479.51

Shock Boot, Blue, Universal Application New 18479.52

Adjustable Trackbar Part #

Adjustable Trackbar, 07-14 Wrangler NEW 18205.08  
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Rugged Ridge® 2.5”-3.5” Coil Spring Lift - With shocks part # 18415.50
•	 The most complete kit available on the market for JK.
•	 Includes four powder coated, e-coated 5160H hot rolled bar, 5/8” coil springs that are set 

to factory rates, eliminating any possibility of future sag. 
•	 Setting coil springs to factory rates gives you the best on road ride possible and the ability 

to use a larger tire.
•	 each kit includes a rear track bar brace to strengthen the original track bar mount.
•	 4-Door JK’s will get on average a 2.5” lift. Two door models will get up to a 3.5” lift.

Note: due to vehicle weight, the 2-Door models may receive an additional 1” lift over 4-Door models
* Will require a drop pitman arm18006.55. Sold Separately
18401.50 Kit includes: (4) coil springs, rear track bar bracket, rear bump stop bracket, rear track bar brace, hardware kit
18401.60 Kit includes: (4) coil springs, (2) lower front links, (2) lower rear links, (2) rear bump stop brackets, (2) rear bump stop spacers, front track bar bracket, rear track bar bracket, (2) 
front double disconnect end links, (2) rear extended sway bar end links, rear track bar brace, hardware kit

Rugged Ridge®  4”-5” Coil Spring Lift - With shocks part # 18415.60
•	 Includes 4 powder coated, e-coated 5160H hot rolled bar 5/8” coil springs, set to factory 

rates for longer life and better ride!
•	 each kit includes a rear track bar brace to strengthen the original track bar mount.
•	 Kit includes sway bar disconnects for more articulation off road.
•	 Uses tough, over built extended control arms for added strength and performance. 
•	 In most cases control arms are longer than factory to adjust for caster. 
•	 4-Door JK’s will get on average a 4” lift. Two door models will get up to a 5” lift. 
•	 Due to the changed pinion angle, we highly recommend a new drive shaft be installed  

when using any 4” or greater lift kit on a 4-Door Wrangler. A new drive shaft will be  required 
on any 2007-12 2-Door Wrangler due to the shorter wheel base. 

•	 All 4” Kits require a drop pitman arm. (Sold separately: Part# 18006.55)

What to buy:
When looking at which kit is best for your application you need to determine two important things: size of tire and use of vehicle. On the 
2007-14 Wrangler JK, 2.5-3.5” coil kit is designed for up to a 34” x 12.5” x 16” tire and moderate off road use. The 4”-5” coil kit is designed 
for more severe off road use and up to a 35” x 12.5” x 16” tire.

LIFt KIts

cV equIPPed drIVe sHAFts droP PItMAN ArM
Reduce or eliminate driveline vibration 
with a CV-equipped driveshaft. Constant 
Velocity (CV) joints use two U-joints (double 
cardan style) in the place of a single U-joint. 
This smooths out the driveline angle and 
reduces vibration due to extreme lifts or 
driveline changes.  Works with stock to 6” lift.

This drop pitman arm helps reduce the angle of 
your drag link so it reduces the bumpsteer created 
when a 3.5-inch to 6-inch suspension lift is installed. 

®

Modifying the suspension of your vehicle to improve off road capabilities involves certain risks. The modified vehicle may handle differently than as factory 
equipped including increased ride-height; reduced lateral stability and risk of roll-over or other accident. Also, owner’s choice of larger tire and wheel 
combinations may require additional braking force or increased stopping distances. 
 • Failure to drive this vehicle safely may result in serious injury or damage. Avoid sharp turns or abrupt maneuvers. Do not drive the vehicle under any speed 
  or maneuvering  conditions which may cause the vehicle to trip, roll, lose traction or compromise your ability to safely brake in an emergency. 
 • Familiarize yourself with all vehicle manufacturers and Rugged Ridge® warnings, instructions and limited warranties before driving this modified suspension 
  vehicle.  follow recommended maintenance procedures and routinely inspect your vehicle components for unusual wear or off road damage. 
 • Rugged Ridge® does not recommend combined use of body lifts with suspension or other lift devices or modification, alteration or fabrication of any Rugged 
  Ridge™ suspension product to achieve additional lift. Also be aware that most states have restrictions on height modifications for vehicles 
  used on road. Consult your vehicle owners manual, limited warranties, the instructions and warnings accompanying this product and state law before 
  undertaking these modifications or using your modified suspension vehicle on road. A summary of current regulations affecting modified suspension vehicles 
  is available from www.SeMA.org.
 • Always wear seat belts and/or appropriate off road restraints, reduce your speed, tread lightly© and safely enjoy your off road vehicle. 

07-12 Jeep® Wrangler JK/Rubicon, 4Wd 
(2 & 4-door models)

Kit w/o 
Shocks

Kit w/ 
Shocks Max Tire Size HxWxD

Max Wheel 
Offset est. Install Time

2.5”-3.5” Lift, 07-14 Jeep® Wrangler, 2 & 4-Door 18401.50 18415.50 34”x12.5”x16” 4.5” 6 Hrs

4”-5” Lift, 07-14 Jeep® Wrangler, 2 & 4-Door* 18401.60 18415.60 35”x12.5”x16” 4.5” 8 Hrs

Cv equipped drive Shafts Part #

07-14 Wrangler, front 2/4-Door 16592.22

07-14 Wrangler, Rear 2-Door 16592.21

07-14 Wrangler, Rear 4-Door 16592.20

drop pitman Arm Part #

Drop Pitman Arm, Power Steering, 
07-14 Wrangler

18006.55  
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JeeP® AXLes & PArts by ALLoy usA®

FroNt AXLe KIts
coMPLete INNers/outers wItH u-JoINts & cLIPs
High tensile strength 4340 Chromoly is heat-treated, tempered and induction 
hardened to produce these heavy-duty axles that are up to 40% stronger than stock 
1040 axles. each axle shaft is backed by Alloy USA®’s exclusive ten-year warranty! We 
use the latest splining technology to produce splines that are stronger than traditional 
cut splines. The shafts are then precision CNC machined and magnaflux inspected for 
cracks before receiving a slick black anodized finish. Our front axle shaft kits include 
everything you need to complete the job: both passenger and drive side inner and 
outer axle shafts, seals, U-joints and clips.

PerForMANce reAr AXLe sHAFts & KIts
High tensile strength 4140 Chromoly is heat-treated, tempered and induction hardened 
to produce these heavy-duty axles that are up to 35% stronger than stock 1040 axles. 
Alloy USA® uses the latest cold rolled splining technology, to produce splines that are 
stronger than traditional cut splines. Our shafts are covered by an exclusive 10-year 
warranty! Rear axle shaft kits include everything you need for your installation: both 
passenger and drive side shafts, seals, bearings and wheel studs. 

Keep water, mud 
and debris from 
entering your front 
axle housing. These 
CNC machined 
aluminum housings 
feature two seals 
to provide double 
protection from 
the crud.

ALLoy usA® AXLe tube seALs HeAVy duty bALL JoINt KIts

®

®

®

®Big tires will accelerate wear on 
factory ball joints, which can lead 
to death wobble. Alloy USA® has 
the solution with these new Heavy 
Duty Ball Joint Kits for JK Wrangler! 
High strength steel construction 
for greater strength and hardness 
to minimize wear. Unique low-
profile zerk fittings for regular 
maintenance, a feature not 
available with the factory original 
style. features an exclusive 
threaded preload system to 
ensure precise tolerance for 
prolonged ball joint life and 
precise steering.

ball Joint Kit Part #

Ball Joint Kit, front, Heavy Duty, Includes 
2 Upper and 2 Lower, 07-14 Wrangler NEW

11800

Application Part # Inner Outer Ring

Jeep Wrangler (JK) 07-14, Dana 30™ 27-Spline Kit 12152 27 32 D30

Jeep Wrangler (JK) Rubicon 07-14, Dana 44™ 30-Spline Kit 12155 30 32 D44

Jeep 2 Axles - Bearings - Seals - Wheel Studs Part # Spline Ring

Jeep Wrangler (JK) 07-14, Dana 44™ Grande 30-Spline Kit 12156 30 D44

Jeep Wrangler (JK) 07-14 Rubicon, Dana 44™ Grande 32-Spline Kit 12158 32 D44

Jeep Axle Shafts, Sold Individually. 
Wheel bearings, Seals, & Wheels Studs Available Seperately Part # Spline Length Side Ring

Jeep Wrangler (JK) 07-14, Dana 44™, LH/RH, 30-Spline NEW 21204C 30 31.49" LH/RH D44

Jeep Wrangler Rubicon (JK) 07-14, Dana 44™, LH NEW 21205C 32 30.79" LH D44

Jeep Wrangler Rubicon (JK) 07-14, Dana 44™, RH NEW 21206C 32 32.165" RH D44

Axle Tube Seals Part #

07-14 Wrangler w/ Grande Axles 
(JK) Dana 30 or 44™ front axle (2) 

11105 (ReD)
11106 (BLACK)

Replacement Rubber Inner Seal 
for 11105 and 11106

11109
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rING & PINIoNs
These affordable high strength gear sets come in all the popular 
ratios to satisfy everyone’s gearing needs. Oversized tires require 
higher ring & pinion ratios to restore performance. Made from high 
quality 8620 forgings and Gleason gear cutting technology, these 
gears are made to last. Complete installation kits are available 
separately to complete the job. exclusive 5-year warranty. 
Available in 3.73, 4.10, 4.56, 4.88, 5.13 and 5.38 ratios.

These great kits offer all the 
components you will need to 
complete your differential rebuild or 
ring & pinion installation. Complete 
with bearings, pinion seals, pinion 
shims, crush sleeve, pinion nut, ring 
gear bolts and marking compound.

rING & PINIoN MAster & oVerHAuL KIts

Hd dIFFereNtIAL coVers
Indestructible! You won’t break these covers, we 
guarantee it. Made from either 3/8“ cast steel or 
5/16” stamped steel, painted black inside and out, 
these heavy-duty covers are designed to protect 
your differential and all its working parts for as long 
as you own your vehicle. These indestructible covers 
have been “.44 caliber tested” - if they can take a 
bullet at point blank range (don’t try this at home!), 
they can take all that the trail has to offer. Available 
for most popular Dana differential types and 
include extra reinforcement protection for the fill 
plug area. All mounting hardware and instructions 
are included for ease of installation.

Cast

11206

D30

Stamped

11200

D30

FroNt AXLe X-JoINt
A serviceable U-joint for 
Dana 44 applications is now 
available to you. Replace 
your 760X U-joint with Alloy 
USA®’s new X-joint!

u-JoINts
Direct Oe
replacement

sLotted brAKe rotors

®

®

*2012 and up models may require an aftermarket programer 
to sync the new gear ratio to the transmission controller

1.50” Width
5 on 5.0” Bolt Pattern

See Pg. 27

Alloy USA® slotted & drilled brake rotors improve 
braking performance right out of the box. They 
maximize cooling! These rotors improve brake pad 
bite and reduce brake fade. 

wHeeL sPAcers

Wheel Spacers Part #

07-14 Jeep 
Wrangler, front 
or Rear

11300

Slotted brake Rotors Part #

Slotted and Drilled Disc Brake Rotors (front), 07-11 Wrangler 11353

Slotted and Drilled Disc Brake Rotors (Rear), 07-12 Wrangler 11354

Ring & pinions Ratio Part #

FRoNT

Wrangler (JK) 07-14, front Dana 30™, 3.73 Ratio* 3.73 D30373RJK

Wrangler (JK) 07-14, front Dana 30™, 4.10, Ratio* 4.10 D30410RJK

Wrangler (JK) 07-14, front Dana 30™, 4.56, Ratio* 4.56 D30456RJK

Wrangler (JK) 07-14, front Dana 30™, 4.88 Ratio* 4.88 D30488RJK

Wrangler (JK) 07-14, front Dana 30™, 5.13 Ratio* 5.13 D30513RJK
Wrangler (JK) 07-14 (w/ Trulok) 08-12 All, front Dana 
44™, 4.10 Ratio*

4.10 D44410RJK

Wrangler (JK) 07-14, front Dana 44™, 4.56 Ratio* 4.56 D44456RJK

Wrangler (JK) 07-14, front Dana 44™, 4.88 Ratio* 4.88 D44488RJK

Wrangler (JK) 07-14, front Dana 44™, 5.13 Ratio* 5.13 D44513RJK

Wrangler (JK) 07-14, front Dana 44™, 5.38 Ratio* 5.38 D44538RJK

ReAR

Wrangler (JK) 07-14, Rear 7/16 Bolts, Dana 44™, 4.10 Ratio* 4.10 D44410JK

Wrangler (JK) 07-14, Rear Dana 44™, 4.88 Ratio* 4.88 D44488JK

Wrangler (JK) 07-14, Rear Dana 44™, 4.56 Ratio* 4.56 D44456JK

Wrangler (JK) 07-14, Rear Dana 44™, 5.13 Ratio* 5.13 D44513JK

Wrangler (JK) 07-14, Rear Dana 44™, 5.38 Ratio* 5.38 D44538JK

Ring & pinion Master installation & overhaul Kits Part #

Wrangler (JK) 07-14, Dana 30™, front 352050

Wrangler (JK) 07-14, Dana 44™, front 352051

Wrangler Rubicon (JK) 07-14, Dana 44™, Rear 352052

Wrangler X, Sahara (JK) 07-14, Dana 44™, Rear 352053

differential Cover
Cast 3/8" 

Steel
Stamped 

5/16" Steel

HD Dana 30™ 11206 11200

HD Dana 44™ 11202 -

HD Dana 60™ 11207 11203

Heavy Duty Front Axle X-Joint Part #

Alloy X-joint, Complete  U-joint With 
Bearings (760 Style)  Replaces 5-297X/5-
760X, 07-14 Wrangler Dana 30™

11500

Other U-Joints Part #

U-Joint, Dana 44™ front, 07-14 
Wrangler, Rubicon

16525.08
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rePLAceMeNt & rePAIr PArts Direct Oe replacement Jeep® parts and accessories built to the original 
specifications by Omix-Ada®. Limited three year manufacturer’s warranty.

Axle Part #

Axle Stub Shaft Locking Nut, front, 2007-2013 Wrangler (Dana Super 30™ and Dana 44™) 16527.01
Axle Seal Retainer, Rear, 2007-2013 Wrangler (Dana 35™ Or Dana 44™) 16535.40

Axle Shaft Assembly, front Right Inner and Outer, Dana 30™, 2007-2013 Wrangler 16523.54

Axle Shaft Assembly, front Left Inner and Outer, Dana 30™, 2007-2013 Wrangler 16523.55

Axle Shaft Assembly, front Right Inner and Outer, Dana 44™, 2007-2013 Wrangler 16523.56

Axle Shaft Assembly, front Left Inner and Outer, Dana 44™, 2007-2013 Wrangler 16523.57

Ring Gear Bolt Sleeve by Alloy USA, 1/2” to 3/16”, Universal Application 13380.18

Diffrential Bearing Kit, front, Dana 44™, 07-14 Wrangler 16509.10

Differential Bearing Shim Kit, front, Dana 44™, 07-14 Wrangler 16512.23

Differential Internal Parts Kit, front (Dana Super 30™, 07-14 Wrangler 16512.69

Pinion Baffle, Front, 07-14 Wrangler (Dana Super 30™ and Dana 44™) 16512.22

Tube Seal and Guide, front, Dana 44™, 07-14 Wrangler 16526.10

Differential Case Assembly, 3.73 to 4.88 Ratio (Dana Super 30™), front, With Internal Parts, 07-14 Wrangler 16503.67

Ring and Pinion Kit, front Dana 44™, 3.73 Ratio, 2011 Wrangler 16514.58

brakes Part #

Disc Brake Master Cylinder, 07-14 Wrangler (except BR6) 16719.25
Disc Brake Rotor, front, 07-14 Wrangler 16702.12

Disc Brake Rotor, Rear, 07-14 Wrangler 16703.05

Disc Brake Pads, front, 07-14 Wrangler 16728.15

Disc Brake Rotor, Rear, 07-14 Wrangler 16729.11

Brake Hose, front Left, 07-14 Wrangler 16732.29

Brake Hose, front Right, 07-14 Wrangler 16732.30

emergency Brake Shoes, 07-14 Wrangler 16731.08

Wheel Hub Assembly, front, 07-14 Wrangler 16705.14

Cooling Part #

Radiator, 1 Row, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L) 17101.38
fan Assembly, 07-11 Jeep Wrangler (3.8L) 17102.57

Water Pump, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L) 17104.22

Thermostat 195°, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L) 17106.06

Upper Radiator Hose, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L) 17113.27

Lower Radiator Hose, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L) 17114.25

Serpentine Belt, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L with AC) 17111.38

Serpentine Belt, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L without AC) 17111.39

Idler Pulley, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L) 17112.07

Serpentine Belt, 12 Wrangler (3.6L) 17111.51

Water Pump Gasket, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L) 17119.04

16512.69

16503.67

16523.55

16702.12

16728.15

17101.38

17111.39

17104.22
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body Part #

Hood, 07-14 Wrangler 12040.01
fender, Left, 07-14 Wrangler 12040.03

fender, Right, 07-14 Wrangler 12040.02

front Bumper Cover, With fog Light Cut Outs, 07-14 Wrangler 12040.05

Grille Overlay (Applique), Chrome, 07-14 Wrangler 12033.05

Bumper Applique, front, Silver, Matches Oe Sahara Model Cover But fits All Models, 07-14 Wrangler 12040.08

Bumper Applique, Rear, Silver, Matches Oe Sahara Model Cover But fits All Models, 07-14 Wrangler 12040.09

Liftgate Support Strut (Shock), LH or RH, 07-10 Wrangler 12012.17

JK8 Independence Pickup Truck Conversion Kit by Mopar, 07-14 Wrangler Unlimited (4-Door) 77070049

Mirror, Right, Power Heated, Black, 2011-2013 Wrangler (Non-power option) 11002.24

Mirror, Left, Power Heated, Black, 2011-2013 Wrangler (Non-power option) 11002.25

fender flare Support Bracket, Right, 07-12 Wrangler 12029.36

fender flare Support Bracket, Left, 07-12 Wrangler 12029.37

Lock Nut, Hex, Mounting, Tail, Stop, Turn Signal, or Side Marker Lamp. M6x1.00, 07-12 Wrangler 12410.02

4-Piece Replacement fender flare Kit, 07-14 Jeep Wrangler (JK)*

fender flare, Left front,07-14 Jeep Wrangler *

fender flare, Right front,07-14 Jeep Wrangler *

fender flare, Left Rear,07-14 Jeep Wrangler *

fender flare, Right Rear,07-14 Jeep Wrangler *

engine Part #

Cylinder Head Gasket, Left, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L) 17466.13
Cylinder Head Gasket, Right, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L) 17466.12

Valve Cover Gasket, Pair, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L) 17447.15

Lower engine Gasket Set, 07-11 Jeep Wrangler (3.8L) 17442.11

Upper Gasket Set, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L) 17441.13

Main Bearing Set, Standard Size, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L) 17465.95

engine Mount, LH or RH, 2007-2011 Wrangler (3.8L) 17473.26

Valve Stem Seal (individual), Intake or exhaust, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L), 12 Required 17443.07

Clutch Part #

Clutch Bearing, 07-11 Wrangler with Manual Transmission 16906.06

12040.03

17447.15

17465.95

17473.26

12040.08

11002.24
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Filters Part #

Oil filter, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L) 17436.09
Oil filter, 12-13 Wrangler (3.6L) 17436.20

Air filter, 11 Wrangler (3.8L), 12-13 Wrangler (3.6L) 17719.09

PCV Valve, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L) 17404.13

electrical Part #

Alternator, 140 Amp, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L) 17225.20

Ignition Spark Plug Wire Set, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L) 17245.18

Ignition Switch, 07-14 Wrangler 17251.09

Crankshaft Position Sensor, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L with Automatic Transmission) 17220.16

MAP Sensor, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L) 17223.04

Coolant Temperature Sensor, 07 Wrangler (3.8L) 17218.09

Air Intake Temperature Sensor, 07 Wrangler (3.8L) 17221.04

Oil Pressure Sender, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L) 17219.15

ABS Speed Sensor, front, LH or RH, 07-10 Wrangler 17259.06

ABS Speed Sensor, Rear, LH or RH, 07-12 Wrangler 17259.07

Neutral Safety Switch, 07-11 Wrangler with Automatic Transmission 17261.01

Alternator, 160 Amp, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L) 17225.18

Tire Pressure Monitoring Service Kit, 07-11 Wrangler 17237.11

Tire Pressure Monitor (TPMS) Sensor, 12-13 Wrangler, One Needed Per Tire 17237.13

Wiper Blade front (15”), 07-14 Wrangler 19712.08

Starter, 12V 10 Tooth, 07-08 Wrangler (3.8L with Automatic Transmission) , 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L with Manual Transmission) 17227.18

Starter, 12V 10 Tooth, 09-11 Wrangler (3.8L with Automatic Transmission) 17227.19

Oxygen Sensor, front Before Catalytic Convertor, LH, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L) 17222.41

Oxygen Sensor, front Before Catalytic Convertor, RH, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L) 17222.40

Oxygen Sensor, Rear After Catalytic Convertor, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L) 17222.28

Crankshaft Position Sensor, 09-11 Wrangler (3.8L with Manual Transmission) 17220.04

Ignition Coil, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L) 17247.15

Exhaust Part #

exhaust Manifold Gasket, Pair, 07-11 Wrangler (3.8L) 17451.16

Muffler, 07-14 Wrangler (3.8L & 3.6L) 17609.30

Intermediate Pipe, 07-11 Wrangler 4-Door (3.8L) 17608.05

rePLAceMeNt & rePAIr PArts Direct Oe replacement Jeep® parts and accessories built to the original 
specifications by Omix-Ada®. Limited three year manufacturer’s warranty.

17225.18

17227.19
17247.15

17245.18

17609.30
17451.16

17436.20 17719.09
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Suspension Part #

Ball Joint Kit, front, Includes 1 Upper and 1 Lower (Does one side), Dana Super 30™ or Dana Super 44™, 07-14 Wrangler 18036.05

Ball Joint, Upper,  Dana Super 30™ or Dana Super 44™, 07-14 Wrangler 18037.05

Control Arm front Lower, LH or RH, 07-14 Wrangler 18285.11

Control Arm front Upper, LH or RH, 07-14 Wrangler 18285.10

Control Arm Rear Lower, 07-14 Wrangler 18285.14

Control Arm Rear Upper, LH or RH, 07-14 Wrangler 18285.12

Shock Absorber, front, 07-14 Wrangler 18203.24

Shock Absorber, Rear, 07-14 Wrangler 18203.25

Steering Part #

Tie Rod, LH, To Pitman Arm, 07-14 Wrangler 18044.01

Tie Rod, RH, Knuckle to Adjuster, 07-14 Wrangler 18044.02

Tie Rod, LH, Outer, To Knuckle, 11in Long, 07-14 Wrangler 18044.03

Tie Rod Tube Adjustment Sleeve, To LH Outer Tie Rod, 07-14 Wrangler 18044.04

Steering Stabilizer, 07-14 Wrangler 18040.05

Power Steering Pressure Hose, 2007-2011 Wrangler 18012.22

Pitman Arm, LHD, 07-14 Wrangler, Stock Replacement 18006.11

lighting Part #

Headlight Assembly, Left, 07-14 Wrangler 12402.21

Headlight Assembly, Right, 07-14 Wrangler 12402.20

fog Light Assembly, Left or Right, 07-09 Wrangler 12407.12

fog Light Assembly, LH or RH, 10-13 Jeep Wrangler 12407.16

Park Lamp, Left, Amber, 07-14 Wrangler 12405.25

Park Lamp, Right, Amber, 07-14 Wrangler 12405.24

Side Marker Light, Amber, Left, 07-14 Wrangler 12401.25

Side Marker Light, Amber, Right, 07-14 Wrangler 12401.24

Tail Light, Left, 07-14 Wrangler 12403.37

Tail Light, Right, 07-14 Wrangler 12403.36

Heat/AC Part #

Blower Motor Resistor, 07-10 Jeep Wrangler (JK) 17909.04

interior Part #

Accelerator Pedal, 07-11 Wrangler 17909.04

12403.37

12401.24

18044.01

18012.22

12407.12

18203.24
18285.12

18036.05
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Satin Black
15301.01 - 17”
15305.01 - 18”

Silver
15301.40 - 17”
15305.40 - 18”

Chrome
15301.20 - 17”

Gunmetal
15301.30 17”

15305.30 - 18”

Satin Black with 
Machined Lip
15301.10 - 17”

Rugged Ridge® is proud to introduce the toughest new design in custom wheels for 2007-14 Wrangler. This Hub-Centric design exactly centers 
the wheel over the hub providing proper balance, clearance for brake rotors, steering components and suspension. Better fit, no wheel 
vibration! Stainless steel button-head socket cap screws around the perimeter of the outer wheel face give a great 3-piece look, and also 
let you accessorize with our optional trim ring. each wheel includes a UV-treated polished center cap that replicates a manual hub for 
that off road look. Available in five finishes: Satin Black Powdercoated, Satin Black Powdercoated with Machined Lip, Silver Powdercoated, 
Dual-Stage Polished Chrome, and Limited Edition Hyper Silver. The durable powdercoated finish gives an ultra-hard finish for long life and a 
great look. The chrome finish uses a dual-stage process to give a deep reflective mirror-like shine that commands attention. Rugged Ridge® 
wheels have been independently tested and certified to meet/exceed SAE J2530 standards for wheel strength and durability. Limited lifetime 
structural warranty and 1 year finish warranty (see warranty information for details and limitations). Backspacing is 4 9/16 with a 12mm offset.

New Modular center cap design for the 18” XHD Wheels allows 
for multiple looks - full center cap or low profile. Patent Pending.

Improper wheel/spacer installation and torquing may degrade handling and result in wheel separating from vehicle.

TO ReDUCe DISK Of INJURY OR DAMAGe ALWAYS:
•	 Torque lugs using vehicle manufacturer’s recommendations & sequence, assuring clean threads, wheel cold and compatibility of lugs nuts to wheel surface.
•	 Inspect & re-torque lugs after 50 miles (80 Km.) of installation or wheel service.

XHd ALuMINuM wHeeLs

rIM Protectors For XHd wHeeLs
Trim rings are available in either Satin Black Powdercoated or Polished Stainless Steel. 
These trim rings are a great way to protect the wheel lip and tire bead. They also allow 
you to change the look of your wheels with just a few bolts. for use with Rugged Ridge® 
aluminum wheels only.

®

Shown painted.

Rugged Ridge® XHd Aluminum Wheels Part #

07-14 Wrangler, 17”x9” Wheel, Satin Black 15301.01

07-14 Wrangler, 17”x9” Wheel, Satin Black w/Machined Lip 15301.10

07-14 Wrangler, 17”x9” Wheel, Silver 15301.40

07-14 Wrangler, 17”x9” Wheel, Chrome 15301.20

07-14 Wrangler, 17”x9” Wheel, Gunmetal NEW 15301.30

07-14 Wrangler, 18”x9” Wheel, Satin Black NEW 15305.01

07-14 Wrangler, 18”x9” Wheel, Silver NEW 15305.40

07-14 Wrangler, 18”x9” Wheel, Gunmetal NEW 15305.30

Center Cap, Replacement Part for 17” XHD Wheels 15201.50

Modular Center Cap, Replacement for 18” XHD Wheels 15305.51

Rugged Ridge® Rim protectors for Rugged Ridge® XHd Aluminum Wheels only Part #

07-14 Wrangler, Rugged Ridge® Rim Protector, 17”, Polished Stainless Steel 15250.01

07-14 Wrangler, Rugged Ridge® Rim Protector, 17”, Satin Black 15250.02

07-14 Wrangler, Rugged Ridge® Rim Protector, 18” NEW 15250.03
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The Drakon Alloy Wheel by Rugged Ridge is a cast aluminum alloy available in four stunning finishes for a truly unique appearance. Purposed 
for the 2007-14 Jeep Wrangler JK, Drakon wheels are DOT approved, have a 4.53 inch backspacing, a 2200 lb. load rating, 5 on 5 inch bolt 
pattern and include a center cap. The hub-centric design means this wheel will center perfect every time.  Bring the look of any JK to a whole 
new level with the Drakon Wheel. Rugged Ridge wheels have been independently tested and certified to meet/exceed SAE J2530 standards 
for wheel strength and durability. Limited lifetime structural warranty and 1 year finish warranty.

drAKoN ALLoy wHeeLs

®

Gunmetal
15302.30 - 17”
15304.30 - 20”

Black w/ Gunmetal Lip
15302.10 - 17”
15304.10 - 20”

Black w/ Gold Lip
15302.11

Satin Black
15302.01 - 17”
15304.01 - 20”

Available in
17” & 20”

Rugged Ridge® drakon Alloy Wheels Part #

07-14 Wrangler, 17”x9” Drakon Alloy Wheel, Satin Black 15302.01

07-14 Wrangler, 17”x9” Drakon Alloy Wheel, Black w/ Gunmetal Lip 15302.10

07-14 Wrangler, 17”x9” Drakon Alloy Wheel, Black w/ Gold Lip 15302.11

07-14 Wrangler, 17”x9” Drakon Alloy Wheel, Gunmetal 15302.30

07-14 Wrangler, 20”x9” Drakon Alloy Wheel, Satin Black 15304.01

07-14 Wrangler, 20”x9” Drakon Alloy Wheel, Black w/ Gunmetal Lip 15304.10

07-14 Wrangler, 20”x9” Drakon Alloy Wheel, Gunmetal 15304.30
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Legendary looks, brutally epic strength. each Rugged Ridge® steel wheel is stamped 
from heavy gauge steel and powder coated with a durable black finish. Our wheels 
have been engineered, tested and certified to meet and exceed the strenuous SAE 
J2530 standards for wheel strength and durability. Turning a million cycles at double 
their load capacity to ensure they could hold up the abuses of off road use. Because 
a Jeep® isn’t a Jeep® until its lifted and outfitted with oversized tires. All Rugged 
Ridge® Steel D Window wheels include a fRee polished center cap!

Shown Painted

steeL d-wINdow wHeeLs

wHeeL sPAcers & AdAPters
These hub centric spacers / adapters move 
your wheels out to help fit wider tires and give 
your vehicle a wider track and improve stability. 
Constructed of double anodized black extra thick 
6061T6 aluminum for long life and extra corrosion 
resistance. All hardware is grade-8 for extra 
strength. each part number comes as a spacer 
pair. Included are 10 pre-installed grade-8 wheel 
studs, 10 lug nuts and thread locker.

CAUTION!
CAUTION: Rugged Ridge® recommends use of wheel spacers with all 
suspension lifts to reduce risk of roll over or other accident associated with 
modifying ride height for increased off road capabilities. See additional product 
safety information and WARNINGS at back of catalog.

LuG Nuts & wHeeL LocKs

Bolts to your existing factory spare tire mount and 
relocates the tire two inches up and out. features 
5x4.5” and 5x5.5” wheel bolt patterns and tough 
powder coated black textured finish. Caution: 
The tailgates on 07-12 Wrangler models are not 
designed to hold extra large tires. Therefore, do not 
use a tire larger than a 33x12.50” or equivalent tire 
with this spacer. If you want to carry a larger tire, 
we recommend using the XHD Rear Bumper with 
Tire Carrier.

 The tire carrier spacer is designed to fit tires 33” in diameter 
or less.  Do not exceed these tire sizes.CAUTION:

HeAVy duty tIre sPAcer

Hd Tire Carrier & Spacer Part #

07-14 Wrangler, Textured Black, each 11585.02

See Pg. 27

See Pg. 27

An extra set of lug nuts are always 
handy to have ready for when you 
lose one by accident. Our locking 
sets secure your wheels to prevent 
others from taking your wheels off 
when they are not supposed to. 
All lug nuts, both locking and non-
locking work with existing Rugged 
Ridge wheels.

stAINLess steeL brAIded brAKe Hoses
Rugged Ridge® Braided Stainless Steel Brakes Hoses feature a tuff stainless steel braided outer cover 
with a flexible Teflon inner core to withstand trail hazards better than OE rubber hoses. They provide up 
to 4” of additional length over stock hoses, a must for any lifted vehicle! Braided Stainless Steel Brakes 
Hoses improve braking performance! So, you won’t suffer from a soft brake pedal caused by Oe rubber 
hose expansion. Meets or exceeds DOT MVSS-106 regulations. Backed by the Rugged Ridge® industry 
leading 3-Year Limited Warranty.

®

Stainless Steel braided brake Hoses Part #

Stainless Steel Braided Brake Hose Kit, front and Rear Hoses, 07-14 Wrangler NEW 16734.10  

Wheel Spacer & Adapter Kits Part #

07-14 Wrangler, Pair 1.5” Spacer 15201.05

07-14 Wrangler, Pair * 1.375” Adapter 15201.06

07-14 Wrangler, Pair ** 1.375” Adapter 15201.07
*    converting 5 on 5’’ to 5 on 4.5’’ bolt pattern
**  converting 5 on 5’’ to 5 on 5.5’’ bolt pattern 

Steel d-Window Wheels Part #

07-14 Wrangler, Black, 17X9, 5 on 5 Bolt pattern, 4.5 Backspacing 15500.70

lug Nuts & Wheel locks Part #

Wheel Lug Nut, 1/2in x 20, Black, Acorn Hex, NEW 16715.07

Wheel Lock Set, Chrome, 5 Piece, 1/2in x 20, NEW 16715.20

Wheel Lock Set, Black, 5 Piece, 1/2in x 20, NEW 16715.21

Wheel Lock Set, Chrome, 5 Piece, 12mm x 1.25, NEW 16715.22

16715.20
Silver

Front or
Rear
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Color Name Paint Code Omix #

flame Red PR4 17759.PR4

Gecko PfM 17759.PfM

Granite Crystal PAU 17759.PAU

Hydro Blue PBJ 17759.PBJ

Jeep Green Metallic PGJ 17759.PGJ

Light Graystone Pearl PDA 17759.PDA

Mango Tango Pearl PVG 17759.PVG

Natural Green Pearl PGN 17759.PGN

Red Rock Crystal Pearl PeM 17759.PeM

Rescue Green Metallic PJR 17759.PJR

Rock Lobster PKT 17759.PKT

Rugged Brown Pearl PTW 17759.PTW

Sahara Tan PfD 17759.PfD

Steel Blue Metallic PBM 17759.PBM

Stone White PW1 17759.PW1

Sunburst Orange Pearl PV6 17759.PV6

Surf Blue Pearl PQD 17759.PQD

True Blue PBU 17759.PBU

Winter Chill Pearl PBA 17759.PBA

JK PerForMANce VeNted Hood

tIre INFLAtor/deFLAtor

Tire Inflator/Deflator Part #

Tire Inflator/Deflator, Universal 5104.55 ®

Allows for controlled and precise inflation or deflation with easy to read gauge.

Remove the heat and maximize your engine performance with the new Performance Vented Hood from Rugged Ridge. Made of stamped 
steel and a factory inner core, this hood fits like the original yet allows more heat to escape from the engine compartment than other hoods 
on the market today. The SRT® inspired design gives a great aggressive look. Vents are removable to make it easier to paint. Uses factory 
attachment points and most aftermarket accessories will simply bolt into place. Got Heat? You need this hood.

factory paint color matched hoods are also available!
Simply match the paint code found on the driver’s side door jamb on your JK to the paint code in the chart below:

®

performance vented Hood Part #

Performance Vented Hood, 07-14 Jeep® Wrangler NEW 17759.01

Color Name Paint Code Omix #

Amp’d PYC 17759.PYC

Anvil PDS 17759.PDS

Billet Silver Metallic PSC 17759.PSC

Black PX8 17759.PX8

Black forrest Green Pearl PGZ 17759.PGZ

Bright Silver Metallic PS2 17759.PS2

Bright White PW7 17759.PW7

Bronze Star Pearl PUK 17759.PUK

Commando Green PGH 17759.PGH

Copperhead Pearl PLB 17759.PLB

Cosmos Blue PB4 17759.PB4

Crush PL4 17759.PL4

Dark Charcoal Pearl PAV 17759.PAV

Deep Cherry Red Crystal Pearl PRP 17759.PRP

Deep Molten Red Pearl PR8 17759.PR8

Deep Water Blue Pearl PBS 17759.PBS

Detonator Yellow PYB 17759.PYB

Dozer PY5 17759.PY5

Dune PTT 17759.PTT
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ALL terrAIN FLAt FeNder FLAres
Now, with the NeW All-Terrain flat fender flares from Rugged Ridge® 
you can add a bigger tire option for a true off road look. You can 
also use in combination with a suspension lift for maximum off road 
performance. These exciting new flares are out-of-the-box ready 
to turn your street Jeep® into an off road machine. By removing 
your original flares and replacing them with these high clearance 
designs, you can run larger tires without interference from the flare. 
The ability to run a larger tire with little or no suspension lift means 
a “lower center of gravity” making your JK more stable, yet you 
still get greater ground clearance necessary for off road. With 1.5 
inches less coverage in the front and 1 inch less in the rear these 
flares are slightly narrower than factory, yet still maintain proper 
tire coverage and aggressive looks. Constructed of a flexible UV 
treated high impact thermoplastic, these flares are designed for the 
trail and create a whole new look for your JK. easy to install, these 
flares replace your factory flares, attaching to the factory mounting 
points with no drilling. Simply remove your original flares and add 
on the All Terrain flares. The kit also includes easy to install mounting 
brackets that allow you to relocate and use the existing factory side 
marker lights. 

Designed for use in combination with the Rugged Ridge® All Terrain flat flares for JK, PN: 
11620.10, these wheel well liners help keep mud and debris out of the engine compartment 
and provide a clean finished look. Constructed from durable HDPE, the wheel liners replace 
the factory wheel well liners that must be removed when running aftermarket flares. Simple 
bolt in installation, no cutting or drilling required. Kit includes all four wheel well liners and 
mounting hardware.

FLAre wHeeL LINer KIt

rePLAceMeNt FeNder FLAre KIts
Rugged Ridge® provides the most comprehensive replacement fender flare program on the market today. Rugged Ridge® has you 
covered when it is time to replace or upgrade your factory fender flares. each flare is constructed of virtually indestructible, durable, 
UV treated thermoplastic to provide years of service. Each replacement flare is designed to fit into your factory mounting holes for ease 
of installation. Just need to replace one flare? No problem. Rugged Ridge® offers individual replacements to keep your investment to a 
minimum.

11609.01

11609.10 11609.13

11609.11 11609.12

®

All Terrain Flat Fender Flare Kit Part #

flat fender flare Kit, 07-14  Wrangler 2 and 4-Door, 4 Pcs. 11620.10
flat fender flare & Liner Kit, 07-14 Wrangler, 8 Pcs. 11620.11

Flare Wheel liner Kit Part #

07-14 Wrangler, 4 Pcs. 11620.50

*except Sahara

Fender Flare Kits
Complete 

4-pc Kit
Front 

passenger
Front 
driver

Rear 
passenger

Rear 
driver

Hardware 
Kit

07-14 Wrangler* 11609.01 11609.10 11609.11 11609.12 11609.13 11609.25
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Jeep® enthusiasts can now get that aggressive off-road look with the newly designed Hurricane flat fender flares by Rugged Ridge. This 
design was inspired by the 1941 Willys MA. The double bolt pockets provide a new modern twist to classic flares and come with two sets of 
durable corrosion resistant fasteners (stainless steel and black). Constructed of durable injection molded TPE material, the flares rest high on 
the vehicle to provide extra clearance for wheels while on trails. Backed by an industry leading 5 year limited warranty, the Hurricane flat 
fender flares will really set your JK apart from the crowd!

®

DUAL STAINLeSS fASTeNeRS 
PROVIDe A UNIQUe LOOK 

AND eASe Of INSTALLATION

INCLUDeS NeW SIDe 
MARKeR LIGHTS fOR A 

CUSTOM LOOK
(DOT APPROVeD)

UV STABILIZeD TPe MATeRIAL 
fOR LONG LIfe AND A 

GReAT LOOK

SPeCIAL STYLING GIVeS THeSe 
fLAReS THAT AGGReSSIVe Off 

ROAD LOOK

JK HurrIcANe FLAt FeNder FLAres

JK Flat pocket Flares Part #

07-14 Wrangler, Rugged Ridge® flat Pocket flare Kit NEW 11640.10
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body ArMorcowL ArMor For 07-14 wrANGLer

Get that offroad look with Rugged Ridge® Body Armor! each Body Armor piece is constructed of black diamond plate UV treated 
thermoplastic for the coolest, toughest looking upgrade for your Jeep®. each body Armor attaches to your Jeep® with ultra strong 3M 
tape to ensure a secure fit. Have a scratch or dent on your paint? Cover it up with Body Armor! Simply fill in the scratched area with touch-
up paint (to prevent rust) and install the Body Armor. You have now repaired and upgraded! Available in individual pieces or complete 
styling “kits”, so you can customize the look of your Jeep® the way you want.

11651.05
Rock Side Panel

11651.18
Cowl Body Armor

11651.17
Hood Stone Guard

11651.01
Rear Corner Guards

®

®

Protect your cowl from mirror damage with Cowl 
Body Armor from Rugged Ridge®. Whenever your 
door limiter straps are disconnected the door can 
over extend causing damage to your cowl area. 
These new cowl covers protect your cowl area 
while providing a great look. Constructed of 
durable UV thermoplastic, these covers easily 
attach using 3M® double sided automotive 
grade adhesive. Packed in pairs.

GrILLe INserts
Durable UV treated inserts enhance the front of 
your Jeep®. Available in your choice of Black or 
Chrome with or without aluminum billet inserts, 
these inserts add great styling and a unique 
appearance. All Rugged Ridge® inserts easily 
install without drilling or tools. Just click them in and 
go! Add on the black or stainless euro-Guards or 
black headlight bezels for the sharpest look on the 
market!

Grille inserts Black

Black, 07-14 Wrangler , Set of 7 11306.30
Chrome, 07-14 Wrangler , Set of 7 11306.20
Black w/ Aluminum Billet, 07-14 Wrangler , Set of 7 11401.30
Polished w/ Aluminum Billet, 07-14 Wrangler , Set of 7 11401.20
Mesh Grille Insert Screen, Gross Black, 07-14 Wrangler 11401.31
Mesh Grille Insert Screen, Stainless Steel, 07-14 Wrangler 11401.21

Cowl body Armor Part #

07-14 Wrangler Matte Black, 
Pair

11651.18

body Armor Kits for 07-14 Jeep® Wrangler Part #

07-14 Wrangler
2-Door, Kit 1

Rear Tall Corners, Pair (11651.02)
Rocker Side Panel, Pair (11651.06)
Hood Stone Guard (11651.17)

11651.51

07-14 Wrangler
4-Door, Kit 1

Rear Tall Corners, Pair (11651.01)
Rocker Side Panel, Pair (11651.05)
Hood Stone Guard (11651.17)

11651.50

body Armor Components 07-14 Wrangler 2-Door 07-14 Wrangler 4-Door

Rear Tall Corner, Pair * 11651.02 11651.01

Rocker Side Panel, Kit * 11651.06 11651.05

Hood Stone Guard, each 11651.17 11651.17

* May require modification to fit with Bushwacker brand rear fender flares.
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VIsors & deFLectors

MAtte bLAcK VIsors & deFLectors

sMoKed VIsors & deFLectors

New from Rugged Ridge, these side Window Visors are aerodynamically designed to reduce wind noise while channeling airflow to keep 
your vehicles interior free of smoke, stale air and window fogging. The special design channels rain around your window while still allowing 
air to flow. Tired of bugs and road debris ruining the look of your hood and windshield?  The new Bug Deflector from Rugged Ridge takes 
care of that and creates a great unique look, especially when combined with the Window Visors.  Constructed of durable scratch resistant 
Matte Black Finish acrylic, these wind and bug deflectors easily install with special automotive grade tape.

These smoked acrylic accessories offer the same features and 
benefits of our matte black visors & deflectors, but with a scratch 
resistant smoked OEM style finish. The special design channels rain 
around your window while still allowing air to flow through your 
windows. These no-drill deflectors allow you to drive with windows 
cracked open but not let rain in. These are packed in pairs on two 
door models or in sets of four on four door models.

Protect your windshield and hood from flying debris and bugs with 
this durable bug deflector from Rugged Ridge®. Installation is easy 
using double sided automotive adhesive tape and under hood 
screw attachments (some drilling required).

11651.05
Rock Side Panel

®

11348.02
Bug Deflector

11349.12
Window Visors

Matte black Acrylic Accessories Part#

Bug Deflector, Matte Black, 07-14 Wrangler NEW 11348.02

Window Visors, Matte Black, 07-14 Wrangler 2-Door NEW 11349.11

Window Visors, Matte Black, 07-14 Wrangler 4-Door NEW 11349.12

Smoked Acrylic Accessories Part#

Bug Deflector, Smoked, 07-14 Wrangler 11350.20

Window Visors, Smoked, 07-14 Wrangler 
2-Door

11351.11

Window Visors, Smoked, 07-14 Wrangler 
4-Door

11351.12
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•	Durable 5.5 HP Series Wound motor for long life and extra pulling power 
•	 Tough 3 stage planetary gear box with a 172.8:1 gear ratio delivering power and reliability 
•	 Includes 94’ of 5/16” diameter wire rope and latched hook 
•	Automatic load holding brake system (in the drum brake system) 
•	 exclusive light mount roller fairlead included- allows for easy no-drill mounting of up to 2 off road lights! 
•	 Tough stainless hardware is used on the body of the winch to eliminate rust 
•	 each winch includes a durable 12’ all weather cable remote solenoid box that can be mounted 

in multiple positions (over cable or over motor) and angles to accommodate most winch bumpers 
including the Rugged Ridge® XHD Bumper System! 

•	 Limited 5 year warranty against manufacturing defects

•	Durable 6.6 HP Series Wound motor for long life and extra pulling power 
•	 Tough 3 stage planetary gear box with a 218:1 gear ratio delivering power and reliability 
•	 Includes 94’ of 23/64” diameter wire rope and latched hook 
•	Automatic load holding brake system (in the drum brake system) 
•	 exclusive light mount roller fairlead included- allows for easy no-drill mounting of up to 2 off road lights! 
•	 Tough stainless hardware is used on the body of the winch to eliminate rust 
•	 each winch includes a durable 12’ all weather cable remote solenoid box that can be mounted 

in multiple positions (over cable or over motor) and angles to accommodate most winch bumpers 
including the Rugged Ridge® XHD Bumper System! 

•	 Limited  year warranty against manufacturing defects
exclusive Light 
Mount Roller 
fairlead included 
with both wire 
cable winches

ALL WeATHeR 12’ CABLe ReMOTe 
INCLUDeD WITH ALL WINCHeS

HeAVy duty 10,500 Lb wINcH 

HeAVy duty 8,500 Lb wINcH wItH syNtHetIc roPe 

HeAVy duty 10,500 Lb wINcH wItH syNtHetIc roPe 

HeAVy duty 8,500 Lb wINcH 

ALL WeATHeR 12’ CABLe ReMOTe 
INCLUDeD fOR ALL WINCHeS

ALL RUGGeD RIDGe® 
SYNTHeTIC WINCHeS

INCLUDe AN ALUMINUM 
HAWSe fAIRLeAD

• Durable 5.5 HP Series Wound motor for long life and extra pulling power.
• Constructed with Dyneema SK-75 fiber from the Netherlands.
• Same high strength fabric used in ballistic body armor.
• Significantly stronger than same diameter steel cable and up to 40% stronger than Kevlar.
• 1/7 the weight of the same diameter wire rope.
• Will not splinter, kink or curl like wire rope & floats in water.
• Specially coated to be resistant to UV, abrasions, and chemical solvents.
• Heavy Duty 11/32” 12-strand braid with a breaking force of 16,550lbs
• Hawse fairlead included

• Durable 6.6 HP Series Wound motor for long life and extra pulling power.
• Constructed with Dyneema SK-75 fiber from the Netherlands.
• Same high strength fabric used in ballistic body armor.
• Significantly stronger than same diameter steel cable and up to 40% stronger than Kevlar.
• 1/7 the weight of the same diameter wire rope.
• Will not splinter, kink or curl like wire rope & floats in water.
• Specially coated to be resistant to UV, abrasions, and chemical solvents.
• Heavy Duty 3/8” 12-strand braid with a breaking force of 19,310lbs
• Protective sleeves keep line from overheating on winch drum.
• Hawse fairlead included

wINcH & wINcH AccessorIes by ruGGed rIdGe®

failure to follow these instructions could lead to severe injury or death. Consult further WARNINGS/CAUTIONS and instructions in this use/installation manual. Due to loads involved, all 
winching involves significant risks. To minimize risks of injury Always:
• Assure winch, mounting, cable and hook are undamaged. Vehicle, slope and conditions should not approach maximum rated pull. Leave a safety margin.
• Use supplied hook strap when spooling in or out (no load). Use gloves and keep fingers and body clear of hook, cable and fairlead during installation and all winch operations.
• Position operator inside vehicle when possible with control switch routed through window rather than door jam. Keep others a safe right angle from cable and vehicle when winching 
(min. 1.5 times distance of cable). Use greatest cable length possible
while keeping at least five turns around spool. • Fully engage clutch before powering cable in. Do not disengage or adjust clutch while under load. Pull in stages to avoid heat buildup 
and motor damage.
• Never use vehicle recovery winch for persons or as hoist.

®

8,500 LB. Heavy Duty Winch with Steel Cable Part #

8,500 LB Heavy Duty Winch with Steel Cable 15100.01

10,500 lb. Heavy duty Winch with Steel Cable Part #

10,500 LB Heavy Duty Winch with Steel Cable 15100.10

8,500 LB Performance Winch with Synthetic Rope Part #

8,500 LB Performance Winch with Synthetic Rope 15100.02

10,500 lb performance Winch with Synthetic Rope Part #

10,500 LB Performance Winch with Synthetic Rope 15100.11
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The Rugged Ridge® Dual 
Battery Relay Kit is the perfect 
companion to the Rugged Dual 
Battery Tray. This relay kit allows 
you to connect two batteries to 
your electrical system. Because 
the last thing you want when your 
out of the trail or headed to the 
beach is a dead battery.

Outfitting a trail rig can add 
greater strain to the electrical 
system. Adding on a winch, air 
compressor, fog lights, driving 
lights, a spot light, electric fuel 
pump, and a stereo amp can 
really tax the battery. A great 
way to combat that strain to to 
install dual batteries. This is especially true when using a winch, which 
can draw big amps for an extended period. These kits are designed 
to mount two batteries in place of the factory single battery location. 
The trays and brackets feature a black powder coated finish. These 
are mounting kits only and do not include any wiring. A suggested 
wiring diagram is included.

duAL bAttery trAy

wINcH cAbLe 
stoPPer

duAL bAttery reLAy KIt

Stronger and lighter, the two key elements of Synthetic Rope that make it the choice of competition off road vehicles everywhere. 
Rugged Ridge® high strength synthetic Winch Rope is constructed from genuine Dyneema SK-75 fiber imported from the Netherlands. 
This revolutionary fiber is the choice of off-road enthusiast worldwide. It is stronger and lighter than wire rope and never kinks or splinters! 
Our synthetic line is woven from twelve UV-treated strands, resulting in increased strength, and a power to weight ratio 
unmatched by wire rope. each synthetic rope comes with a protective sleeve that prevents it from over heating 
on the winch drum, black powder coated latched hook, stainless steel thimble, and is pre-terminated 
end for ease of installation. Synthetic rope does not store energy like steel cables, and in the event 
of a failure it is much less likely to result in severe injuries caused by the whiplash of broken wire rope.

Keep your winch looking as good as the day you 
bought it with the Rugged Ridge® winch cover. 
Constructed of durable vinyl with reinforced 
grommets. Custom fit for Rugged Ridge® Winches

If your state requires a front license plate, we have a 
solution for you. Instead of drilling holes in your bumper 
or risking not running a front plate, this easy to install 
license plate holder attaches to your winch fairlead. 
Simply bolt your license plate to the bracket and snap 
the holder in place. Your license plate is now securely 
mounted yet easily removable for winching.

The winch hook handle is the perfect solution for 
handling a winch cable. It is constructed of tough 
nylon webbing with a molded sure-grip handle. Perfect 
for getting a good solid grip of the winch hook when 
free spooling cable for a recovery and a safe way to 
respool your cable without endangering your fingers. 
Just slip your winch hook through the nylon webbing 
and you are ready to rock!

This hawse fairlead will help guide the synthetic 
winch rope to and from the spool. Required for 
synthetic rope. Not recommended for steel rope.

Turn your roller fairlead into an off road 
light mount! This revolutionary new design 
allows for two off road lights to be easily 
mounted while not interfering with the 
winch operation. 

wINcH FAIrLeAd LIceNse PLAte HoLders

LIGHt MouNt roLLer FAIrLeAd

syNtHetIc wINcH roPe

ALuMINuM HAwse FAIrLeAd wINcH cAbLe HANdLe

wINcH coVer

®

Synthetic Winch Rope Part #

Synthetic Winch Rope 11/32” x 100’, Breaking force of 16,550 lbs, each 15102.10

Synthetic Winch Rope 3/8” x 94’, Breaking force of 19,310 lbs, each 15102.11

Rugged Ridge® dual battery Tray Part #

07-11 Jeep® Wrangler 11214.53

Rugged Ridge® dual battery Relay Kit Part #

07-14 Jeep® Wrangler 17265.01

Rugged Ridge® Winch Cover Part #

Winch Cover, All Rugged Ridge® Winches
*Will not fit UTV winches

15102.02

Winch Cable Stopper Part #

Red, Universal Application 15102.05

Black, Universal Application 15102.06

Winch Fairlead license plate Holders Part #

Roller failead License Plate Holder, each 11238.05

Hawse failead License Plate Holder, each NEW 11238.07

Winch Cable Handle Part #

Winch Cable Handle, each 15102.01

Aluminum Hawse Fairlead Part #

Aluminum Hawse fairlead, each 11238.01

light Mount Roller Fairlead Part #

Light Mount Roller fairlead, each 11238.03
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This handy Off Road Jack 
Handle Retainer Strap pulls 
taut to secure the jack handle 
to the jack and eliminates 
obnoxious rattles. Simply loop 
the strap around the jack 
handle and pull it tight and 
go! fits most off road style 
farm jacks including Hi-Lift.

tIre deFLAtor KIts

trI FoLd recoVery sHoVeL 
The Rugged Ridge® Tri fold Recovery Shovel is a fully functional 
collapsible shovel that features two serrated edges for cutting or digging. 
The heavy duty black powder coated body is 23 inches when open and 
folds to a mere 9 inches. It can be stowed easily in any vehicle, but is still 
rugged enough for the toughest of jobs. Includes durable storage case.

Fully inflated tires are great for the road and gas mileage, but 
they deliver a washboard ride on the trail. Air down your tires 
for a softer ride and more tread grip. Rugged Ridge® offers two 
great kits to fit your lifestyle and budget.

oFF roAd JAcK HANdLe strAP

The Rugged Ridge® Recovery Kit includes everything you need to 
help your buddy next time he gets stuck in the mud. The durable 
carrying case is filled with our most popular recovery products to 
make sure you can get out of those trouble spots quickly and safely. 
each kit contains the following: 

• Durable Recovery Gear Bag.
• Heavy Duty 8” 20,000lb Snatch Block Pulley.
• Premium 2” x 30’ 20,000lb Recovery Strap.
• Premium 3” x 6’ 30,000lb Tree Trunk Protector Strap.
• Heavy Duty 9,500lb zinc coated pair of D-Rings.
• Winch Line Dampener.
• Pair of leather Recovery Gloves. 

20,000lb Kit

30,000lb Kit
• Durable Recovery Gear Bag. 
• Heavy Duty 9” 30,000lb Snatch Block Pulley. 
• Premium 3” x 30’ 30,000lb Recovery Strap. 
• Premium 3” x 6’ 30,000lb Tree Trunk Protector Strap. 
• Heavy Duty 13,500lb zinc coated pair of D-Rings. 
• Winch Line Dampener. 
• Pair of Leather Recovery Gloves.

Don’t need everything in our recovery gear kits? 
Customize your own and get just what you need!  

f

G

A

D

B

e

C

recoVery GeAr KIts

recoVery GeAr

15104.53

15104.50

®

®

Price

29.99

®
The Rugged Ridge® Tire Repair Kit is 
essential recovery gear for any road or 
trailside tire repair. The kit includes: 2 sturdy 
aluminum handles, 2 reamers, 2 needles, 
2 Allen head wrenches, and 25 self 
vulcanizing tire plugs all self contained in a 
heavy duty storage case. Be prepared for 
what ever the trail throws at you!

tIre rePAIr KIt

Rugged Ridge® Tire Repair Kit Part #

Tire Repair Kit, each 15104.51

Rugged Ridge® Recovery Gear Part #

A Recovery Strap 3” x 30’ 30,000 lbs, each 15104.01
A Recovery Strap 2” x 30’ 20,000 lbs, each 15104.02
A Recovery Strap 4” x 30’ 40,000 lbs, each 15104.03
B Tree Trunk Protector, 3” x 6’ 30,000 lbs, each 15104.10
B Tree Trunk Protector, 2” x 6’ 20,000 lbs, each 15104.11
C Recovery Bag, each 15104.40
D Recovery Gloves, Pair 15104.41
e Winch Line Dampener, each 15104.43
f Heavy Duty 9,500 lb Zinc Coated D-Rings, Pair 11235.01
f Heavy Duty 13,500 lb Zinc Coated D-Rings, Pair 11235.03
G Heavy Duty 8” 20,000 lb Snatch Block Pulley, each 11235.10
G Heavy Duty 9” 30,000 lb Snatch Block Pulley, each 11235.11

Rugged Ridge® Recovery Gear Kit Part #

20,000 lb, Recovery Gear, Kit, Universal Application 15104.25
30,000 lb, XHD Recovery Gear Kit, Universal Application 15104.28

Rugged Ridge® Tire Deflator Kits Part #

Adjustable Tire Deflator Kit, 4 Piece Kit 15104.53

Keychain Tire Deflator Kit, 4 Pieces 15104.50

off Road Jack Handle 
Retainer Strap Part #

Universal Application, Black 13305.60

Tri Fold off Road Shovel Part #

Tri fold Off Road Shovel, each 15104.42
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We mated the brilliance of High Intensity Discharge bulbs with the rugged construction of our traditional halogen off road lights. The result 
is more efficient and powerful beam better capable of illuminating the night sky. HID lights are 2½ times more powerful than halogen 
lights and draw 60% less current than a standard 100W fog light. Our 6” and 5” HID Lights are constructed with heavy duty stamped steel 
housings, and are available in corrosion resistant black or stainless steel finish. 

The LeD Lighting from Rugged Ridge was designed, engineered, and tested to ease 
the abuse caused by off-roading, and optimize your adventure by illuminating the 
area around you. Our LeD lights are vibration, corrosion, and submersion tested to 
meet and exceed standards and provide prime performance during your  adventure. 
The 3-inch square 16 watt features black powder –coated aluminum housing, stainless 
steel hardware, and 4 CRee diodes with 30,000 hour life. The 72 watt double row LeD 
light bar from Rugged Ridge is 13.5 inches long and has 24 CRee diodes. The light bar 
has a combination of 8 degree spot beam diodes and 90 degree flood beam diodes.

15205.63

Designed, engineered, and tested to stand up to the rigors of off road use, our lights are constructed with heavy-duty stamped steel housings, 
and crystal glass lenses set in shock absorbent weatherproof rubber gaskets. The brilliant 12V 100 watt halogen bulbs slice through fog, rain or 
snow to help illuminate the road even under the toughest conditions. Available in Round, Rectangular and Slim housings in either a black or 
stainless steel finish to best suit your application.

®

HALoGeN LIGHtING

Led LIGHtING

HId LIGHtING

Rectangular 
lights give your 

vehicle a whole 
new  look 

15207.51

15210.50

15210.80

15210.81

Hid Accessories/Replacement parts Part #

HID Lighting Covers, 7”,Smoked 15210.51

HID Lighting Covers, 6”,Black 15210.50

HID Lighting Covers, 5”,Black 15210.52

HID Lighting Installation Harness for a pair of lights 15210.60

HID Lighting Installation Harness for three lights 15210.61

Replacement HID Bulb for 5” and 6” lights 15210.80

Replacement HID Bulb for 7” lights 15210.81

15209.11 (3 Shown)

15209.03 (2 Shown)

Hid off Road lighting Single Light
2 Light Kit w/ 

Wiring Harness
3 Light Kit w/ 

Wiring Harness

6" Round, fog, Black 15205.01 15205.51 15205.61

5” Round, fog, Black 15205.02 15205.52 15205.62

7” Round, Long Range, Black, Plastic 15205.03 15205.53 15205.63

5" Round, Long Range, Black, Composite 15205.04 15205.54 15205.64

6” Round, Long Range, Stainless 15206.01 15206.51 15206.61

5” Round, Long Range, Stainless 15206.02 15206.52 15206.62

Halogen light Accessories Part #

Off Road Light Cover, 6-Inch Black 15210.53

Off Road Light Cover, 6-Inch White 15210.54

Off Road Light Cover, 5x7-Inch Black 15210.55

Off Road Light Cover, 5x7-Inch White 15210.56

Off Road Light Cover, 6-Inch Black Slim 15210.57

Off Road Light Cover, 6-Inch White Slim 15210.58

Off Road Light Installation Harness, for Pair Of Lights 15210.62

Off Road Light Installation Harness, for Three Lights 15210.63

Halogen H3 Off Road Light Bulb, 100w Replacement 15210.82

Halogen H3 Off Road Light Bulb, 130w Replacement 15210.83

led off Road lights Part #

3” Square LeD Light Cube NEW 15209.03

13.5” LeD Lightbar NEW 15209.11

Rugged Ridge® off Road 
lights, 100W

Single 
Light

2 Light Kit w/ 
Wiring Harness

3 Light Kit 
w/ Wiring 
Harness

6" Round, Long Range, Black 15207.01 15207.51 15207.61

5” x 7”, fog, Black 15207.05 15207.55 15207.65

6” Slim, Long Range, Black 15207.10 15207.58 15207.68

6” Round, Long Range, Stainless 15208.01 15208.51 15208.61

6” Slim, Long Range, Stainless 15208.10 15208.58 15208.68
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rocKer PANeL swItcHes
• Rocker Style Switch. 
• Heavy  Duty Marine Grade surpasses OE Specifications. 
• Available in four great colors: Red, Blue, Green and  Amber.
• Switch illuminated in the “ON” Position. 
• 3 post terminal, 20-amp design works with most aftermarket  
accessories.

17235.01

17235.04

rocKer swItcH HousING KIt

Lower coNsoLe swItcH Pod

A-PILLAr swItcH Pods

®

Looking for a handy place to mount your accessory switches that doesn’t require cutting or other 
modifications? The Rugged Ridge® A-Pillar Switch Pod  has premolded cutouts to allow you to mount up 
to four aftermarket switches in easy reach on the driver’s side A-pillar, and out of the way of the shifter 
handle. Our Pillar Pod has the textured molded finish just like the factory plastic pillar cover it replaces. 
It snaps into place just like the Oe! 

Rugged Ridge® Center Console Mount Switch Pod replaces your original equipment “filler plate” 
by simply popping the filler plate out and putting in the switch plate. Each plate will hold up to 4 
swithces and custom built for all 2007-2010 Jeep® Wranglers with an automatic transmission. This 
exciting new mounting plate looks great and places auxiliary switches in easy reach. Purchase 
the Switch Panel and 4 multi color Rocker Switches all together and save (See kit part number 
below.) Limited 3 yr Warranty.

XHd oVerrIder LIGHt cLAMPs
Light mount brackets for use 
with XHD part numbers 11540.14, 
11540.16 and any other 2’-2.5” 
bumper overrider/tubes. easy 
mount design makes these 
a must for mounting Rugged 
Ridge® Lights to your bumper. 
Also available for smaller 1.5”-
1.75” tube sizes. Sold as each.

oe JK FoG LIGHt
Stock replacement lens 
and housing assembly. 
fits either side.

This housing kit allows you to mount 2, 3, or 4 
switches to numerous dash locations by using a 
series of interlocking interchangeable pods.

®

Rocker Switch Housing Kit Part #

Mounts 2,3 OR 4 Switches 17235.20
Rocker Switch Housing Kit, 
Universal Application. Includes 
four Interlocking Switch 
Housings and four Different 
Color Rocker Switches

17235.89

Rocker panel Switches Part #

Rocker Switch Amber 17235.01

Rocker Switch Red 17235.02

Rocker Switch Blue 17235.03

Rocker Switch Green 17235.04

A-pillar Switch pod Part #

Wrangler 07-10 LH 17235.56

Wrangler 07-10 RH 17235.57

Wrangler 11-14 LH 17235.58

Wrangler 11-14 RH 17235.59

A-pillar Switch pod Kit Part #

Wrangler 07-10 LH 17235.86

Wrangler 07-10 RH 17235.87

Wrangler 11-14 LH 17235.96

Wrangler 11-14 RH 17235.97

low Switch panel Part #

07-10 Wrangler w/ Automatic Transmission, Black, Mounts 
four Switches

17235.55

low Switch panel Kit Part #

07-10 Wrangler w/ Automatic Transmission. Includes Switch 
Pod and four Rocker Switches 

17235.85

light Clamps Part #

2”-2.5” Over Rider Mount Bracket 11503.82

oe Fog light Part #

fog Light Assembly, Jeep 
Wrangler (JK) 07-09 LH/RH

12407.12

fog Light Assembly, Jeep 
Wrangler (JK) 10-13 LH/RH

12407.16
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FroNt buMPer LIGHt bArs
Rugged Ridge® has engineered a durable and easy to install light bar that allows you 
to add auxiliary lighting to your factory Wrangler bumper. The light bar bolts to existing 
mounting holes and installs easily without cutting, drilling, or removing the bumper. 
With a few simple hand tools you will be able to install your light bar and mount up 
to three lights on your Jeep while retaining your factory bumper. Lights not included.

11232.20, 07-12 Wrangler

JK wINdsHIeLd LIGHt bAr

sPAre tIre LIGHt MouNt

The Ultimate Light Bar for your Wrangler! This exciting new design has been created to 
give the durable look of a five tab light bar with features found nowhere else. Through 
extensive testing, this heavy duty light bar incorporates a special wind deflector 
below the light bar to dramatically reduce whistling and “buffeting” of your soft top. 
Oversized 2” textured black tubing attaches to your windshield mounts with no drilling. 
Each Light bar has five light tabs for use with Rugged Ridge® Lighting options (fits up 
to five 7” lights). Each light bar has been specially developed to work with Rugged 
Ridge® Light mount brackets and/or Rugged Ridge® mirror relocation brackets. 
Special three piece design makes the packaging small for ease of shipping. This is truly 
the most advanced light bar on the market!

The new Spare Tire Light Mount from Rugged Ridge® offers a utility light mount that is 
easily removable for access to the spare tire, and also offers you a place to relocate the 
license plate from the vulnerable original location. Textured black steel construction 
with stainless steel hardware.

Shown with 100 watt halogen light - Omix# 15207.05 (Not Included)

This innovative product mounts 
a pair of 3” 55-watt Halogen 
Lights directly to your factory 
hood latches without drilling or 
modification. Kit includes textured 
black powder coated brackets, 
two 3” Halogen lights, wiring 
harness, relay and switch for a 
complete light solution.

wINdsHIeLd HINGe LIGHt brAcKets Hood MouNted LIGHt KIt
Special black powder coated or polished 
stainless brackets mount directly to the 
windshield hinge of your Wrangler. Allows 
for easy mounting of auxiliary lighting. 
each bracket is custom designed for an 
exact mount and 07-12 models include 
a rubber gasket to protect the paint 
during installation/removal. Sold in pairs. 
Lights not included.

LIGHt bAr LowerING KIt
The Rugged Ridge® lowering light bar kit, allows you to mount lights 
lower on your light bar. Not always do you need the lights all the way 
on the top due to clearance issues or you want to reduce the wind 
resistance. The lowering kit allows you to mount up to 7” lights.

Windlshield light bar lowering Kit Part #

Textured Black, Jeep Wrangler (JK)  07-14, each 11232.22

Windlshield light bar Part #

Textured Black, Jeep Wrangler (JK)  07-14, each 11232.21

Windshield Hinge light 
brackets Black Stainless

07-14 Wrangler 11027.03 11028.03

Front bumper light bars Part #

07-14 Wranger, Textured Black, each 11232.20

07-14 Wranger, Stainless Steel, each 11138.20

Hood Mounted off Road light Kit 07-14 Wrangler Part #

Hood Mounted Lights, 3” Black, 2 Light Kit w/ Wiring Harness 15207.70

Spare Light for Hood Mounted Light Kit 15207.72

Spare Tire light Mount Part #

Spare Tire Light Mount, Jeep Wrangler (JK)  07-14, each 11217.02
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HALF doors
Looking for an economical way to replace your factory full steel doors with a set of half doors? Rugged Ridge® Half Doors help keep the 
elements out while maintaining that open air experience. The Half Doors are constructed from paintable, impact resistant, thermoplastic 
outer door skins mounted to rigid powder coated internal steel door frames. The Half Doors interchange easily with the factory steel doors and 
require no body modification for installation. They feature lockable door handles, an internal storage pouch, waterproof seals, OE style hinges, 
and mirror mounts. The Half Doors are also available with optional upper soft doors.

fits 2011-2013 Wrangler models equipped with manual mirrors. Will not work with power mirrors.

Features and Benefits
•	 Impact resistant thermoplastic black ABS material with enhanced UV protection.
•	Matte finish is easily paintable for custom match factory look.
•	 Specially reinforced internal steel frame provides strength and is powder coated to resist corrosion.
•	 The textured inner ABS panels provide a finished look and feature a grab handle and storage pocket.
•	 each door has a weather tight seal to keep out moisture and reduce wind noise.
•	Oe Style Hinges provide a factory look and are designed to last.
•	Durable and lockable paddle handle.
•	Matching soft upper doors available for all season protection from the weather.
•	Designed to work with your original mirror or Rugged Ridge® replacement mirrors.

FActory styLe JK MIrrors For wrANGLer

MIrror reLocAtIoN brAcKets & door FILLer PLAtes

11002.13

Custom designed brackets bolt into existing holes on the windshield relocating your mirrors off the door. The perfect add-on accessory for 
those off-road adventures where you do not want your doors. each bracket kit for the 2007-12 Wrangler comes with a special paintable 
filler plate to cover up the hole created when you remove your mirrors. Sold in pairs.

11002.14

11010.14

11026.04, 07-12 Wrangler 

•	 Replicas of the factory original mirrors maintain OeM look.
•	 easy no-drill install, mounts into original mirror location.
•	 Durable UV protected black plastic
•	 Mirrors including LeD turn indicators require some wiring.

11025.04, 07-12 Wrangler 

This product is intended to provide added 
off¬-road convenience and utility to your 
vehicle. This product is not intended 
to provide occupant containment or 
protection in the event of an accident or 
roll-over. further, on road use may involve 
increased risk of serious injury in the event 
of side-impact accidents. 

TO ReDUCe RISK fROM THeSe TYPe Of 
INJURIeS:
•	 Always wear seat belt and shoulder 

harness for all vehicle occupants.
•	 Keep arms and body inside vehicle. 
•	 Drive safely, read and understand all 

manufacturers warnings and product 
instructions before installation. 

fits 2011-2013 Wrangler models equipped with manual mirrors. Will not work with power mirrors.

Mirror Relocation Filler plates Part #

07-14 Wrangler, Black, Pair 11025.05

Mirror Relocation brackets Stainless Black

07-14 Wrangler w/filler Plate, Pair 11026.04 11025.04
07-14 Wrangler, Pair 11026.10 11025.10
07-14 Wrangler, Pair 11026.11 11025.11
fits 2011-2013 Wrangler models equipped with manual mirrors. Will not work with power mirrors.

Rugged Ridge® Half doors Part #

Half Door, front, Jeep Wrangler (JK) 07-14 (Pair) 11509.01

Half Door, Rear, Jeep Wrangler (JK) 07-14 (Pair) 11509.02

Upper Soft Door, front, Jeep Wrangler (JK)  07-14 (Pair) 13711.15

Upper Soft Door, Rear, Jeep Wrangler (JK)  07-14 (Pair) 13712.15

Factory Style Replacement Mirrors for JK Black Black w/LeD Chrome Chrome w/Led

 07-14 Wrangler, Passenger Side 11002.12 11002.14 11010.12 11010.14

 07-14 Wrangler, Driver Side 11002.13 11002.15 11010.13 11010.15

 07-14 Wrangler, Kit, Pair 11002.21 11002.22 11010.11 11010.16

®
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tube doors
Like the “doors off” feel but also want the added convenience and utility of having doors on the trail? Rugged Ridge® Tube Doors are 
constructed from durable 1.5” mandrel bent steel tube that is e-Coated primered and then textured powder coated for a long lasting 
finish. Tube doors help increase visibility when climbing obstacles and trail riding. The Tube Doors interchange easily with the factory steel 
doors and require no body modification for installation. They are light weight and small enough to be stored easily in back of the vehicle 
when not in use.

Features and Benefits
•	 Thicker than most other tube doors with durable 1.5” diameter steel tubing construction providing added strength and great looks.
•	 e-coat and textured powder coat for corrosion resistance.
•	Design to work with your original mirror or for added convenience permanently install a pair of Rugged Ridge® replacement mirrors.
•	Half doors are easy to install and remove and are small enough to be stored in the vehicle.
•	Durable and lockable paddle handle.

See Pg. 36

tube door cArGo coVers
Add a fully adjustable Molle / Pals 
storage solution to your tube doors! 
The Rugged Ridge® Tube Door Cargo 
Covers are made from 600 denier 
polyester fabric with a durable vinyl 
backing. Our storage solution features 
an assortment of five different storage 
pouches with internal storage 
compartments. The great Molle / 
Pals mounting system allows you to 
arrange the pouches however you 
wish, or grab them and go!

Door latches are included with 
half doors and tube doors, but 
are available separately for 
custom applications.

door LAtcH set

CAuTION

The mirrors mount to a bolt on 
bracket and are secured with a 
locking knob that allows for easy 
installation and removal. The 
long adjustable arms give you 
great visibility with your doors off 
or on! Available in durable black 
powder coat or stainless steel 
finish.

quIcK reLeAse MIrror reLocAtIoN

Heavy duty cast construction and powder coated finish ensure 
these hinges are built to last. The hinges are offered in sets for both 
the doors and hood. Includes matching 
black allen head bolts to complete 
the installation. They are direct bolt on 
replacement hinges for an out of the 
box solution, but without out all the 
fuss and mess of painting your factory 
hinges.

cAst bLAcK steeL door HINGes 

door Hinges Part #

Cast Steel Hinges, RH, Pair, JK 07-14 11202.22

Cast Steel Hinges, LH, Pair JK 07-14 11202.23

Rugged Ridge® Tube doors Part #

Tube Doors front, Jeep Wrangler JK 07-14, pair 11509.10

Tube Doors Rear, Jeep Wrangler JK 4-Door 07-14, pair 11509.11

Rugged Ridge® Tube doors Cargo Covers Part #

Tube Door Cargo Covers, JK 07-14 13247.01

07-12 Wrangler Relocation Mirrors Part #

Quick Release Mirror Relocation Kit, Pair, Black 11025.10

Mirror Relocation Kit, Black, Includes Mirror, LH or RH Does Both Sides 11025.11

Quick Release Mirror Relocation Kit, Pair,Stainless Steel, Does Both Sides 11026.10

Mirror Relocation Kit, Stainless Steel, LH or RH Does One Side 11026.11

door latches Part #

 Half & Tube Doors, 
07-14 Wrangler, 
Pair

11812.80

®
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Hood scooP
Increase the efficiency of your heater and air conditioner with these 
easy to install Hood Scoops. Available in UV treated chrome plastic, 
black UV treated plastic or durable smoked acrylic for long life 
and matching good looks. Ram Induction hood scoop is designed 
to provide maximum air flow to your passenger compartment. 
Installation is easy with double sided automotive grade tape. No 
drilling required. Mounts facing either direction.

buG deFLector sHIeLd 

HeAdLIGHt bezeLs

PArKING LIGHt 
bezeLs

Protect your windshield and hood from flying debris and bugs with this durable 
Bug Deflector from Rugged Ridge®. Constructed of durable shatter resistant 
smoked acrylic, this bug shield is designed to last the test of time. Installation 
is easy using double sided automotive adhesive tape and under hood screw 
attachments (some drilling required).

Complete the look of your front end with these easy to 
install head light and turn signal lamp bezels from Rugged 
Ridge®. each UV treated bezel easily attaches to factory 
mounting points creating a clean look. Matched up with 
the Rugged Ridge® Grille Inserts, you now have that HOT 
look.

FroNt euro-GuArds
Protect your headlights from debris and get that off road look with a 
set of Rugged Ridge® euro-Guards. Constructed of durable powder 
coated steel, these front euro-Guards are designed to last. No 
drilling required for installation. each kit comes with a pair of guards 
to cover both sides of the vehicle. The side marker light guards are 
a great compliment to our front light euro-Guards. The turn signal 
light guards are designed to match our Headlight euro-Guards. They 
feature the same great style and construction.

The Complete Look for your JK:
11230.03, 11231.11, 11231.12, 11231.13

wINdsHIeLd
HINGes/brAcKets 

Rugged Ridge® Bug Deflector Shield Part #

07-14 Wrangler 11350.02

parking light bezels Part #

Black, 07-14 Wrangler, Pair 12419.26

Headlight bezels Black

07-14 Wrangler, Pair 12419.25

Hood Scoops Smoked Black

07-14 Wrangler 11352.10 11352.12

Windshield Hinge bracket Part #

07-14 Wrangler, Windshield Hinge 
Brackets, Pair

11209.03

black Front euro light Guards Part #

07-14 Wrangler *, Pair Head Light Guards 11230.03
07-14 Wrangler *, Pair Parking Light Guards 11231.11
07-14 Wrangler *, Pair Side Marker Light Guards 11231.12
07-14 Wrangler, 4 Pc Kit Parking Light & Side Marker Guards 11231.02
* fits 2 and 4-Door Wrangler  
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®

wINdow
rAIN deFLectors

FoG LAMP euroGuArds reAr euro-GuArds
Protect and upgrade the look of 
your Jeep® with a set of Rugged 
Ridge® euro Taillight Guards. 
each Rear euro Taillight Guard 
is easy to install with no drilling 
required.  Rubber inserts around 
the mounting screws on 2007-
12 models keep the metal euro 
Guard off the taillight, preventing 
scratching and rattles.

bILLet styLe GAs coVers

Protect those expensive fog lights from impact with the Rugged 
Ridge® euro Light Guards. each euro Light Guard is easy to install 
with no adhesive or drilling required. They are available in a textured 
black powder coat finish for long life and to match the other Rugged 
Ridge® euroguards.

Create a custom look in just a few minutes. This 
special design fits directly over the existing gas 

cap opening. Available in locking and non-locking 
versions. They are specially treated to resist blemishes 

caused by gasoline or other hazardous chemicals. 

These cast steel design Hinge Treatments are 
guaranteed not to rust while providing a new beefy 
look. Door and Hood Hinge covers feature an easy-
to-install design. Replacing your existing hinges can 
break & crack the surrounding paint, as the hinges 
were painted at the factory after installation. 

HINGe treAtMeNts
Powder coated in a semi gloss finish to protect your investment against the elements. 
every part or kit comes with complete hardware to ensure a trouble free installation. 

11201.04 Hood Set

Hood AccessorIes

Rugged Ridge® Window Rain Deflector Part #

front, Smoked Acrylic, Wrangler 2-Door (JK) 07-14 11351.11

front & Rear, Smoked Acrylic, Wrangler 4-Door (JK) 07-14 11351.12

euro Guard Fog light Covers Part #

07-14 Wrangler 11231.13*

* except Sahara models

billet Style Gas Covers Part #

07-14 Wrangler Black Aluminum 11425.05
07-14 Wrangler Black Aluminum, Locking 11425.06
07-14 Wrangler Black Painted Stainless 11229.02
07-14 Wrangler Black Painted Stainless, Locking 11229.03

Rear euro Guards Part #

07-14 Wrangler, Pair 11226.02

Hood Set, black Part #

07-12 Wrangler, Set 11201.04

13-14 Wrangler, Set 11201.03

Windshield Tie down Kits Part #

07-14 Wrangler (1 footman loop, 
2 hood bumper accents, & 1 
washer nozzle cover), 4-Pc. Kit

11201.05

Hood vent Cover Part #

07-14 Wrangler, each 11206.05Hinge Treatment, black Part #

07-14 Wrangler, Pair 11205.10*
07-14 Wrangler 2-Door, Set of 4 11202.04
07-14 Wrangler 4-Door, Set of 8 11202.05
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Hood AccessorIes

11101.04 

11116.06 Hood Catch, 
07-12 Wrangler

Hood cAtcHes
Available in polished 
304 Stainless Steel 
or Chrome, these 
catches will keep your 
Jeep’s® hood in place 
regardless of how 
rough the ride gets!

These cast stainless design Hinge Treatments are guaranteed not to rust 
while providing a new beefy look. Door and Hood Hinge covers feature 
a easy-to-install design. Replacing your existing hinges can break & 
crack the surrounding paint, as the hinges were painted at the factory 
after installation. These covers 
retain the stock hinge but give it 
a new look without harming your 
expensive paint. A direct bolt on - 
no drilling required, fits either side.  

stAINLess HINGe treAtMeNts stAINLess HINGes
Solid stainless steel can’t be beat for 
longevity and that’s why Rugged Ridge® 
now offers stainless steel hinges for the 07-12 
Wrangler. These hinges are a direct bolt-on 
replacement for the stock units. Installation 
is easy with only simple hand tools. Both 
door and hood hinge sets are available for 
a complete vehicle makeover. Includes 
matching stainless steel hardware.

These hinges and brackets are 
one of those pieces that really 
shows off an attention to detail. 
They install quickly and easily and 
add a little bit of flash. Sold as a 
matching left/right hand pair. 
Includes all necessary hardware.

stAINLess wINdsHIeLd brAcKetsstAINLess & bILLet styLe GAs HAtcH coVers
Create a custom look in just a few 
minutes. This special design fits directly 
over the existing gas cap opening. 
These tough gas covers are available in 
either stamped stainless steel, polished 
aluminum or chromed aluminum and are 
specially treated for resistance to gasoline 
and other chemicals. Available with or 
without locking mechanism. Please note 
that your factory gas cap is still required.

®

stAINLess steeL AccessorIes

Get the ultimate WOW factor with Rugged Ridge® polished stainless steel accessories! These beautiful bolt on accessories turn even 
the most worn Jeep® into a hot street machine. Constructed of prime 304 stainless steel that has been polished to a mirror finish, these 
accessories are built to last. 304 stainless steel is virtually rust proof guaranteeing that these parts will stand the test of time. All hardware is also 
constructed of stainless steel so the polished look you are going for is complete. Rugged Ridge® offers the most complete line of stainless 
accessories so you can truly customize the look of your vehicle. When you want the best, look to Rugged Ridge® Stainless Accessories!

Hood Catch, Stainless Part #

07-14 Wrangler, Pair (Cast 
Stainless)

11116.06

Hood Kit, Stainless Part #

07-12 Wrangler, 7 pc. Kit 11101.04

13-14 Wrangler, 7 pc. Kit 11101.07

Hood vent, Stainless Part #

07-14 Wrangler 11117.05

Windshield Tie down Kit Part #

07-12 Wrangler, Stainless Kit
(footman loop, windshield bumper covers, washer cover) 11101.05

Stainless
Windshield Hinges Part #

07-14 Wrangler, Pair  - Bracket 11112.03

Hinge Treatment Stainless

Hood Kit, 07-14 Wrangler, Pair 11111.10

Door Kit, 07-14 Wrangler 2-Door Kit, 4 Hinges 11113.05

Door Kit, 07-14 Wrangler 4-Door Kit, 8 Hinges 11113.06

Stainless Steel Hinges for 07-12 Wrangler Part #

Hood Hinge Kit, 07-14 Wrangler, Pair 11111.22

Door Hinge Kit, 07-14 Wrangler 2-Door, 4 Hinges 11111.20

Door Hinge Kit, 07-14 Wrangler 4-Door,  8 Hinges 11111.21

Stainless & billet Style Gas Covers Part #

07-14 Wrangler, each Stainless Steel 11134.02

07-14 Wrangler, each Stainless Steel, Locking 11134.03

07-14 Wrangler, each Chromed  Aluminum 11425.03

07-14 Wrangler, each Chromed Aluminum, 
Locking

11425.04

Hood Scoop, Chrome Part #

07-14 Wrangler 11352.11
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®

®

Give your Jeep® a great new custom chrome look in just a few minutes! Made from triple chrome 
plated ABS plastic, these exterior trim pieces are designed to resist flaking and oxidation. Easy no 
drill installation! 

door HANdLe coVers/recess GuArds

MIrror & MIrror ArM coVers
Give your JK Wrangler a unique 
look with these mirror and arm 
covers. Available in pairs as mirror 
covers, just the arms or a kit for 
both. Made from chrome plated 
ABS plastic, these pieces are an 
easy install, using pre-applied 
double-sided tape.

wINdsHIeLd LIGHt brAcKets
easily and quickly mounts to your factory windshield hinge 
creating two great spots for off-road lighting. foam backing 
protects your vehicle’s finish. No drilling required for installation. 
Sold in pairs with all mounting hardware.

ANteNNA bAse coVer
This chromed plastic antenna 
base cover is a quick and 
easy way to add a touch of 
flash to your 07-12 Wrangler. 
Simply unscrew your factory 
antenna and place the cover 
over the factory antenna base. 
Installation is easy thanks to the 
pre-attached durable double 
sided automotive grade tape.

Protect those expensive headlights, turn signals and parking lights from impact with 
the Rugged Ridge® euro Light Guards. each euro Light Guard is easy to install with no 
drilling required. They are of polished stainless steel for a true attention to detail.

FroNt euro-GuArds

reAr euro-GuArds
Protect and upgrade the look of your Jeep® with a set of Rugged Ridge® euro Taillight 
Guards. each Rear euro Taillight Guard is easy to install with no drilling required.  Rubber 
inserts around the mounting screws on 2007-12 models keep the metal euro Guard off 
the taillight, preventing scratching and rattles.

Front euro-Guards Part #

07-14 Wrangler, Headlight Guards, Pair 11142.04
07-14 Wrangler, Parking Light Guards, Pair 11142.11
07-14 Wrangler, Side Marker Light 
Guards, Pair

11142.12

07-14 Wrangler, fog Light Guards, Pair 11142.13

Rear euro Guards Part #

07-14 Wrangler, Pair 11103.03

door Handle Covers/ Recess Guards Part #

Chrome Door Handle Covers, 2-Door, 07-14 Wrangler, 3 Pc. Kit 13311.11
Chrome Door Handle Covers, 4-Door, 07-14 Wrangler, 5 Pc. Kit 13311.12
Chroms Door Handle Cover Replacement Piece, 07-14 Wrangler 13311.10
Chrome Door Handle Recess Guards, 2-Door, 07-14 Wrangler, 3 Pc. Kit 13311.15
Chrome Door Handle Recess Guards, 4-Door, 07-14 Wrangler, 5 Pc. Kit 13311.16
Chrome Door Handle Covers & Recess Guard Kit, 2-Door, 07-14 Wrangler, 6 Pc. Kit 13311.17
Chrome Door Handle Covers & Recess Guard Kit, 4-Door, 07-14 Wrangler, 10 Pc. Kit 13311.18
Black Door Handle Recess Guards, 2-Door, 07-14 Wrangler, 3 Pc. Kit  11651.25
Black Door Handle Recess Guards, 4-Door, 07-14 Wrangler, 5 Pc. Kit  11651.26

Mirror & Mirror Arm Covers Part #

Mirror Covers, Chrome, 07-14 Wrangler, Pair 13311.01

Mirror Arm Covers, Chrome, 07-14 Wrangler, Pair 13311.02

Mirror Cover Kit, Chrome, 07-14 Wrangler, 4 Piece Kit 13311.03

Antenna base Cover Part #

07-14 Wrangler, each 13311.26

Stainless Windshield light 
brackets (pair) Part #

07-14 Wrangler 11028.03
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euroGuArd KIts

FroNt buMPer LIGHt bAr KIts wItH LIGHts

wINdsHIeLd LIGHt MouNt KIts wItH LIGHts

Complete front and rear headlight and taillight protection packages now available!  
Get the complete look all in one package.

®

euroguard Kits Part #

fog Lights, Black, 10 Piece, Wrangler (JK) 07-14
Includes: Headlight, Side Marker, Turn Signal, fog Light and Tail Light Guards

12496.02

W/o fog Lights, Black, 8 Piece, Wrangler (JK) 07-14
Includes: Headlight, Side Marker, Turn Signal, and Tail Light Guards

12496.03

Headlight Bezels and Grille Inserts, Black, 19 Piece, Wrangler (JK) 07-14
Includes: Headlight, Side Marker, fog light, Turn signal, Turn signal, Grille inserts and 
Headlight Trim

12496.05

Headlight Bezels and Grille Inserts, Black, 17 Piece, Wrangler (JK) 07-14
Includes: Headlight, Side Marker, Turn signal, Turn signal, Grille inserts and Headlight Trim

12496.06

fog Lights, Stainless Steel, 10 Piece, Wrangler (JK) 07-14
Includes: Headlight, Side Marker, Turn Signal, fog Light and Tail Light Guards

12496.08

fog Lights, Stainless Steel, 10 Piece, Wrangler (JK) 07-14
Includes: Headlight, Side Marker, Turn Signal, fog Light and Tail Light Guards

12496.09

Headlight Bezels and Grille Inserts, Stainless Steel, 19 Piece, Wrangler (JK) 07-14
Includes: Headlight, Side Marker, fog light, Turn signal, Turn signal, Grille inserts and 
Headlight Trim

12496.10

Headlight Bezels and Grille Inserts, Stainless Steel, 17 Piece, Wrangler (JK) 07-14
Includes: Headlight, Side Marker, Turn signal, Turn signal, Grille inserts and Headlight Trim

12496.11

Front bumper light bar Kits Part #

Bumper Mount HID fog Kit , w 5-IN HID fog Lights, 5 Piece, Black, Wrangler (JK) 07-14
Includes: Bumper Light Bar, (3) 5-In HID Lights, and Wiring Harness with Switch

12496.12

Bumper Mount Slim fog Kit , w Slim fog Lights, 5 Piece, Black, Wrangler (JK) 07-14
Includes: Bumper Light Bar, (3) 100 Watt Slim Lights, and Wiring Harness with 
Switch

12496.13

Windshield light Mount Kits Part #

Slim fog Lights, 5 Piece, Black, Wrangler (JK) 07-14
Includes: Black Windshield Light Mount Brackets, (2) 100 Watt Slim Lights & Wiring 
Harness w/ Switch

12496.04

100 Watt fog Lights, 5 Pc, Stainless Mounts w/ Black Lights, Wrangler (JK) 07-14 
Includes: Stainless Windshield Light Mount Brackets, (2) 100 Watt Slim Lights & 
Wiring Harness w/ Switch

12496.07
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bILLet INterIor trIM & uNder Hood GArNIsH
enhance the appearance of your Jeep® with these premium CNC machined billet aluminum accessories from Rugged Ridge®. Available 
in a lightly brushed or black anodized finish. These high quality accessories replace your factory components with no drilling or modification. 
The easy installation allows you to upgrade your interior in minutes with simple hand tools!

11421.0111422.01

Also available 
in black!

11421.04 &
1422.04

11430.04

11430.01

11430.02

11431.02

11430.07

11430.07

11421.10 &
11422.10

11421.11 &
11422.11

11421.14

11422.14

11421.15

11421.03

11421.02

11422.02

11430.05

bILLet ALuMINuM cLIMAte coNtroL KNobs
Billet aluminum Wrangler Climate Control Knobs. These stylish knobs 
are easily installed by pulling off the factory knobs and pushing these 
back in their place. Choose red or blue colored inserts in the face of 
the knobs to illuminate at night and show their position.

11420.06

11421.12 &
11422.12

®

billet Aluminum Components
Brushed

Aluminum Black

Wrangler 07-10, Automatic Transmission Shifter Knob, Billet Aluminum 11421.01 11422.01
Wrangler 07-10, Manual Transmission Shifter Knob, Billet Aluminum 11421.02 11422.02
Wrangler 07-10, Transfer Case Shifter Knob, Billet Aluminum 11421.03 11422.03
Wrangler 07-10, emergency Brake Handle Cover, Billet Aluminum 11421.04 11422.04
Wrangler 07-10, Passenger Grab Bar Handle, Billet Aluminum 11421.10 11422.10
Wrangler 07-10, Automatic Transmission Shifter Bezel, Billet Aluminum 11421.11 11422.11
Wrangler 07-10, Manual Transmission Shifter Bezel, Billet Aluminum 11421.12 11422.12
Wrangler 07-10, Cup Holder Bezel, front, Billet Aluminum 11421.14 11422.14
Wrangler 07-10, AC Vent Bezels, Set of four, Billet Aluminum 11421.15 11422.15
Wrangler 07-11, Power Steering Cap, Billet Aluminum 11430.01 11431.01
Wrangler 07-14, Brake Master Cylinder, Billet Aluminum 11430.02 11431.02
Wrangler 07-11, Oil Cap, Billet Aluminum 11430.04 11431.04
Wrangler 07-14, Washer fluid Cap, Billet Aluminum 11430.05 11431.05
Wrangler 07-11, Oil Dipstick Handle, Billet Aluminum 11430.07 11431.07
Wrangler 07-14, Auto Transmission Dipstick Handle, Billet Aluminum 11430.08 11431.08

billet Aluminum Climate Control Knobs Part #

07-10 Wrangler/Unlimited, Blue Indicator Lights, Set of 3 11420.05

07-10 Wrangler/Unlimited, Red Indicator Lights, Set of 3 11420.06
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cHArcoAL/sILVer INterIor trIM For 11-14 wrANGLer

®

Charcoal

Make your 11-14 Wrangler unique with Rugged Ridge® interior accents. These injection-molded plastic accents are molded directly from the 
factory interior pieces for an exact fit. Installation is a snap thanks to the pre-installed high-strength adhesive tape. Available in brushed silver 
and charcoal finishes.

2-Door Kits include: accents for Center Cup Console, Steering Wheel Trim, front Door 
Net Trim, and front Door Handle Trim

4-Door Kits include: all the accents in the 2-Door Kit plus Rear Door Handles & Net Trim

E

I

B

A

G

Charcoal11157.24

description Silver Charcoal

Interior Trim Accent Kit, 11-14 2-DOOR - Manual Transmission 11152.90 11157.90

Interior Trim Accent Kit, 11-14 2-DOOR - Automatic Transmission 11152.91 11157.91

Interior Trim Accent Kit, 11-14 4-DOOR - Manual Transmission 11152.95 11157.95

Interior Trim Accent Kit, 11-14 4-DOOR - Automatic Transmission 11152.96 11157.96
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F

Silver

ID

A

GCB E

Components Silver Charcoal

A. Steering Wheel Trim 11152.12 11157.12

B. Center Cup Console, Automatic 11152.13 11157.13

C. Center Cup Console, Manual 11152.23 11157.23

D. Center Cup Console, 2nd Row 11152.18 11157.18

e. Door Net Trim, front 11152.21 11157.21

f. Door Net Trim, 2nd Row 11152.22 11157.22

G. Center Radio Console 11152.24 11157.24

I. Interior Door  (Pair) *Need 2 pairs for 4-Door 11152.20 11157.20
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2-Door Kits include: accents for Shifter, AC Vent Covers, Tweeter Speakers, Steering 
Wheel, front Clip Holder, Dash Panel, Grab Handle, front Door Handles, and front 
Door Pulls. 

4-Door Kits include: all the accents in the 2-Door Kit plus Rear Door Handles & Rear 
Door Pulls.

*Manual window kits do not include door pulls. 

Make your 07-10 Wrangler unique with Rugged Ridge® interior accents. These injection-molded plastic accents are molded directly from the 
factory interior pieces for an exact fit. Installation is a snap thanks to the pre-installed high-strength adhesive tape. Available in brushed silver 
(matches factory Rubicon interior trim pieces) or chrome finish.
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E

brusHed sILVer/cHroMe INterIor trIM For 07-10 wrANGLer

Now Available in Chrome!

description Brushed Silver Chrome

Interior Trim Accent Kit, 07-10 2-DOOR - Manual Trans - Manual Windows 11151.92 11156.92

Interior Trim Accent Kit, 07-10 2-DOOR - Auto Trans - Manual Windows 11151.93 11156.93

Interior Trim Accent Kit, 07-10 4-DOOR - Manual Trans - Manual Windows 11151.97 11156.97

Interior Trim Accent Kit, 07-10 4-DOOR - Auto Trans - Manual Windows 11151.98 11156.98

Interior Trim Accent Kit, 07-10 2-DOOR - Manual Trans - Auto Windows 11151.90 11156.90

Interior Trim Accent Kit, 07-10 2-DOOR - Auto Trans - Auto Windows 11151.91 11156.91

Interior Trim Accent Kit, 07-10 4-DOOR - Manual Trans -Auto Windows 11151.95 11156.95

Interior Trim Accent Kit, 07-10 4-DOOR - Auto Trans - Auto Windows 11151.96 11156.96
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Trim can be painted to match your custom interior!

Components  Brushed Silver Chrome

A. Shifter Trim Manual Transmission 11151.01 11156.01 

B. Shifter Trim Automatic Transmission 11151.02 11156.02 

C. AC Vent Cover (Pair) *Need 2 pairs 11151.10 11156.10 

D. Tweeter Speaker Grille (Pair) 11151.11 11156.11 

e. Steering Wheel Spoke Accents (Set) 11151.12 11156.12 

f. front Cup Holder Trim 11151.13 11156.13 

G. Dash Panel Accent Trim (Pair) 11151.14 11156.14 

H. Grab Bar Handle 11151.15 11156.15 

I. Interior Door Handle Covers (Pair) *Need 2 pairs for 4-Door 11151.20 11156.20 

J. front Door Pull Handle (Pair) * 11151.16 11156.16 

K. Rear Door Pull Handle (Pair). (for 4-Door Only) * 11151.17 11156.17 

L. Rear Cup Holder Accent, 2Dr/4Dr, 11151.18 11156.18
* for models equipped with power windows only. Will not work with manual windows. 
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ruGGed rIdGe® suN VIsor coVers
Instantly turn those plastic factory sun visors on your 2007-2012 Wrangler into usable storage space while 
getting a clean new look with Custom Rugged Ridge® Visor Covers.  each pair of visor covers quickly 
and easily attach to your factory sun visors without drilling or vehicle modification.  Constructed of 
durable interior matching textured black vinyl, these covers will provide the storage and features you 
want while looking great.  The driver’s side cover features a see though bottom window to expose the 
factory warning labels and an inside storage pocket with custom storage options; two pen/tire gauge 
holders, clear window registration/insurance card holder, Mesh storage pocket for commonly used 
items like garage door openers and a cavernous fold down storage pocket that can hold CD’s and cell 
phones.  The passenger side cover offers the same cavernous storage pocket as the driver’s side (great 
for road maps!) but also features a vanity mirror.  Packed as drivers’ and passenger set, these great 
covers are the perfect add on accessory for your Jeep®! Note: 07-09 Visor Covers will not interchange 
with 10-2012 Wranglers due to factory visor change.

Looking for space to store that clutter? Introducing the new Rugged Ridge® Dash Organizer for 07-10 Jeep Wranglers! This innovative 
new product incorporates existing mounting points to install a dual tray storage system right on your dash. Now you can easily store coins, 
pens, sunglasses, cell phones and other small items right in reach of both the passenger and driver. Installation is a snap; simply remove the 
original equipment screw covers on your dash, screw in the exclusive double headed mount and attach the Dash Organizer. It is that easy! 
each Dash Organizer incorporates UV treated thermoplastic mounts and two trays with a painted aluminum cross tube for the ultimate in 
flexible design.

®

suNGLAss HoLder/roLL bAr storAGe 
Another perfect organization 
solution for your Jeep®! Allows you 
to stow your sunglasses, wallet, 
GPS, or other small accessories 
within arms reach.  A perfect size 
zipper storage pouch allows for 
added storage right where you 
need it.  Attaches easily to your 
sport bar using hook and loop 
fasteners-no drilling required

INterIor storAGe by ruGGed rIdGe®

dAsH orGANIzer

reAr VIew MIrrors 
11020.02 Rear View 
Mirror, Black, 07-12 
Jeep® Wrangler

Rear view Part #

07-12 Wrangler, each* 11020.02

Mounting Glue, each 11021.01

* Includes mounting glue button.

Rugged Ridge® organizers Part #

Dash Organizer, 07-10 Wrangler 13551.10

*will not fit 2011-2013 models

Rugged Ridge® Sun visor Covers Part #

07-09 Wrangler 13305.07

10-13 Wrangler 13305.08

Sunglass Holder Part #

All Jeep® Wranglers 12101.52

Calif. Residents:
See Prop. 65 Warning

on Page. 2
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ruGGed rIdGe® oVerHeAd storAGe coNsoLe
The Rugged Ridge® Overhead Storage Console is the storage solution you have 
been waiting for! It instantly turns the area underneath your top into usable storage 
space without any interference or modfication to your vehicle. Fits all 2007-2012 Jeep® 
Wranglers! Works with soft tops, hardtops, the top up, or the top down.  The Overhead 
Storage Console is a fully enclosed storage compartment that installs easily without any 
tools or drilling. It is constructed from durable blow molded High-Density polyethylene 
(HDPe), so it is safer and lighter than steel. A non–skid pad is adhered to the inside of the 
console to help keep you gear from sliding around, and a mesh storage net helps keep 
it safely stowed yet easily accessible. The console measures 41.5”x2.5”x6.5” and offers 
more than 450 cubic inches of storage.

reAr storAGe bIN

JK reAr seAt orGANIzers

Protect your carpet from moisture, dirt, and grease with the exclusive Rugged Ridge® 

storage bin for 07-10 Wrangler.  This custom fit storage bin fits perfectly in the rear cargo 
area storage compartment providing protection and an easy to use removable tote.  
Molded from rigid and durable ABS plastic for a perfect contoured fit and long life.  The 
unique chevron pattern matches the look of the All Terrain floor and Cargo Liners.  each 
bin features integrated handles for ease of removal and cleaning. Also available with 
Tread Lightly! Badge. Support our hobby of off-roading by supporting Tread Lightly! A 
donation is made from every Tread Lightly! branded product.

The perfect organization solution for your Jeep! The new Rugged 
Ridge® Back Seat Organizer features storage areas to organize 
wayward trash, toys, drinks, iPods and other clutter. each organizer is 
designed to instantly fit into the rear cup holders of your 07-14 Jeep 
Wrangler and includes a removable double walled lid. The large 
storage area will hold up to three 12oz. soda cans or two 16.9oz. 
water bottles with ice. easily removable to clean and empty, this 
truly is a must for your Jeep! Patent Pending.

Rugged Ridge® has the answer for your onboard storage needs. 
These soft-side storage bags feature heavy canvas construction 
and oversized zippers. Great for carrying recovery gear, spare parts, 
camping gear, clothes, or any other necessity for a wheeling trip. 
Rugged nylon straps keep the bags in place during even the most 
insane wheeling. Make the most out of your roll cage with a full 
complement of Rugged Ridge® storage bags. These bags are easy 
to install and take off and work with both hard tops and soft tops.

trAIL bAGs

13551.25 Seat Back Trail Bag

11-14 Wrangler 07-10 Wrangler

13550.06 Sport Bar Trail Bag

11250.05 Sport Bar 
Trail Tube Bag

Rugged Ridge® overhead Storage Console Part #

07-14 Wrangler 13551.14

Rugged Ridge® Storage bin Part # Tread Lightly!

Rugged Ridge® Storage Bin, 07-10 Wrangler 13122.01 TL-13122.01

JK Rear Seat organizer Part #

Rear Seat Organizer, Wrangler (JK) 07-10, Black 13551.15

Rear Seat Organizer, Wrangler (JK) 11-14, 2DR, Black 13551.50

Rear Seat Organizer, Wrangler (JK) 11-14, 4DR, Black 13551.51

Rear Seat Organizer, Wrangler (JK) 11-14, 2DR, Tan 13551.52

Rear Seat Organizer, Wrangler (JK) 11-14, 4DR, Tan 13551.53

Trail bags Part #

Seat Back Trail Bag, Detachable, 07-14  Wrangler, each 13551.25

Seat Back Trail Bag, 07-14 Wrangler, each 13551.26

Sport Bar Trail Bag, Canvas Storage Bag, 07-14 2-Door 
Wrangler, each 

11250.06

Sport Bar Trail Tube Bag, 07-14 Wrangler, each 11250.05
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Special designed holder incorporates thick nylon 
web straps that secures your fire extin guisher to 
the roll bar. Straps are fully adjustable and secure 
with hook and loop fasteners. Holds one 3lb. fire 
extinguisher (not included).

The natural design of a Jeep® interior does not provide adequate interior lighting for map 
reading or looking for items inside your Jeep®. Now you have two outstanding options for interior 
lighting with the new Rugged Ridge® LeD Courtesy Lights. each lighting option features an extra 
bright, energy efficient LED light powered by 3 AAA batteries (not included) so there is no wiring 
required. The Roll Bar mount design attaches to any 2-3” roll bar using heavy duty straps and hook 
and loop fasteners. The NeW header mount courtesy light attaches with screws to the interior 
location of your choice. 

FIre eXtINGuIsHer HoLders roLL bAr drINK HoLder
Quickly places a convenient drink holder 
anywhere along your Jeeps Sport Bars. Padded 
nylon drink holders attach with quick release 
“hook & loop” straps and hold a variety of cups 
and water bottle sizes. foam insulation keeps your 
favorite beverage cool in the hot summer sun. 
Packed in pairs for both front and back seat use.

FLAsHLIGHt HoLders
Keep your flashlight where you know it will always 
be. Choose either the sport bar holder or the steel 
mounting brackets. flashlight not included,

Led courtesy LIGHts

bAcK seAt HeAter
This 300 watt, 12 volt heater 
will warm your vehicle quickly 
keeping you and your 
passengers comfortable. 
Designed to fit on the rear 
wheel well of any Jeep®, 
this easy to use heater 
wires easily to your existing 
electrical system. Some 
drilling may be required.

NeoPreNe GrAb HANdLe & door HANdLe coVers
Protect and upgrade the look of your 
Wrangler with these easy to install door 
and grab handle wraps. each wrap is 
constructed of durable neoprene and 
covers each door handle as well as the 
passenger side grab handle.

roLL bAr doMe LIGHt
Hard wired light illuminates the 
cab area of your Jeep. Attaches 
to the roll bar with easy to use 
straps. No drilling required.

tAILGAte stoP
This billet aluminum 
door stop incorporates 
a sliding arm that locks 
into place keeping your 
tailgate door open 
even on the most severe 
slopes. Load your Jeep® 
with ease! Some drilling 
required to install.

roLL bAr coAt HANGer KIt
Makes hanging your coat or 
laundry easy. Attaches to the 
roll bar with two nylon straps. 
Sold in pairs.

®

®

Grab & door Handle Kit Black Red

07-10 Wrangler 4-Door, 5 pc. Kit 13305.54 13305.55

07-10 Wrangler 2-Door, 3 pc. Kit 13305.56 13305.57

Roll bar Fire
Extinguisher Holder Black Red

for all Jeep® 3” Roll Bars, each 13305.21 13305.20

Roll bar drink Cup Holder Part #

for all Jeep Roll Bars, Pair 12101.51

led Courtesy lights Part #

Interior Courtesy Light, LeD, front Header Screw mount, Wrangler (JK) 07-14 NEW 12430.01

Interior Courtesy Light, LeD, Roll Bar Mounted, Universal (With 2-3 Inch Roll Bar) NEW 11250.08

Roll bar Coat Hanger Part #

for all Jeeps w/Roll Bars 11250.03
Roll bar dome light Part #

for all Jeeps® Roll Bars 11250.01

back Seat Heater Part #

All Jeeps & SUV´s 13150.01

Flashlight Holders Part #

Sport Bar flashlight Holder, 07-14 Wrangler, each 11205.20
Mounting Brackets for 1.5” Diameter flashlights, Universal 
Application, drilling required, Pair.

11238.06

Tailgate Stop Part #

07-10 Wrangler, each 11238.11
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uLtIMAte/deLuXe/NeoPreNe ANd sPort GrAb HANdLes
Put easy to use Grab Handles wherever you need them. Constructed of tough nylon 
webbing with either a molded sure-grip handle (Ultimate), soft foam handle (Deluxe) 
or plain Nylon webbing (Sport). The Ultimate Grab Handles are available in two hot 
colors to accent the Jeeps interior-Red & Black. Deluxe and Sport models fit all Jeep® 
roll bars and 3” roll cages with padding. Ultimate Grab Handles will fit 2” or 3” padded 
or un-padded roll bars. All designs are packed in pairs.

reAr duAL GrAb strAP For JeeP
Gives back seat passengers a place to hold on while on the trail. 
Constructed of durable nylon webbing with soft molded foam 
handles for ease of use and comfort. easily attaches with hook 
and loop around the center roll bar or to factory mounts. No drilling 
required. Special side “pockets” create a handy spot for hanging 
clothes.

Three styles to choose from - Rear Side Grab Handles for easy entry 
and exit attach directly into factory mounting holes with your original 
hardware. They also double as front Seat Grab Handles by easily 
attaching to the windshield pillar with supplied hardware. Rear Seat 
Grab Handles attach to the head rest of your JK front seats. finally, 
we have developed a Neoprene Wrapped design for over driver and 
passenger that completes the entire JK package!

13305.15

13305.14

GrAb HANdLes For 07-14 JeeP wrANGLer

13305.02 Deluxe Grab Handle

13505.03 Ultimate Grab Handle

13305.01 Sport Grab Handle

13305.13 Center Roll Bar Dual Grab Handle

dual Application13305.10

13305.15

Protect your door threshold with these stylish entry guards. Available 
in three different finishes, black, polished stainless and aluminum 
to enhance the look of your Jeep® while providing the ultimate in 
protection. 07-14 Wrangler entry guards available for 2 & 4-Door 
models (2-Door kits will fit front 4-Door applications). 07-14 Wrangler 
models attach without screws using durable double sided automotive 
grade adhesive. 11216.10

bLAcK & stAINLess eNtry GuArds 11119.05 entry Guards, 4-Door 07-12 Wrangler, Stainless

®

entry Guards Stainless Black

07-14 Wrangler front Door Openings Only (2 & 
4-Door) Pair

11119.04 11216.10

07-14 Wrangler 4-Door Rear, Pair 11119.05 11216.11

Ultimate/Deluxe and Sport Handles, 07-14 Wrangler Part #

Ultimate Grab Handles, Pair - Red 13505.03

Ultimate Grab Handles, Pair - Black 13505.04

Deluxe Grab Handles, Pair 13305.02

Sport Grab Handles, Pair 13305.01

Neoprene Wrapped Deluxe Grab Handles, Passenger/Driver Side Roll Bar, Pair - Black 13305.30

Neoprene Wrapped Deluxe Grab Handles, Passenger/Driver Side Roll Bar, Pair - Red 13305.31

Grab Handles Red Black

07-14 Wrangler, Seat Mount Grab Handles, Pair 13305.11 13305.10
07-14 Wrangler Rear Side/Windshield Pillar 
Grab Handles, Pair

13305.15 13305.14

07-14 Wrangler, Black, 5 Piece Kit* 12496.14
*Includes: 13305.04, 13305.14 & 13305.12

Rear dual Grab Strap Red Black

07-14 Wrangler, each 13305.13 13305.12
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Our custom exhaust Headers are engineered to deliver improved performance. The 3.8L isn’t a bad 
motor it just needs more air to “breathe” properly. each complete kit includes manifolds, gaskets, 
hardware, clamps and easy to read instruction sheets.

Open up your Jeep®’s exhaust with this great looking & long lasting polished stainless 
steel dual exhaust system. The 2 1/4” mandrel bent pipes give hot exhaust gases a smooth 
exit without the constrictions found in crush-bent pipes. This added flow decreases back 
pressure and will actually increase the horsepower of your 3.8L or 3.6L engine! This is a 
bolt-on system that installs after the catalytic converter to keep your emissions legal. The 
dual split exits feature slash cut and rounded oval tips. each kit includes all necessary 
mounting hardware for an easy bolt on installation.

stAINLess HeAders 

A Rugged Ridge® Cold Air Intake System can boost your performance, while helping 
you keep extra cash in your wallet. Our polished aluminum mandrel bent intake tube 
replaces the restrictive factory air box to help improve fuel economy. A black powder 
coated heat shield separates the filter from engine heat, dirt and debris, as cold air is 
drawn through a high-flow conical air filter. Our dry panel design never needs oiling, 
which keeps your mass airflow sensor from being damaged by excess oil! The simple bolt 
on installation gives you power you can feel, adding up to 10HP and 12ft lbs or torque.

The Rugged Ridge® Throttle Body Spacer raises the throttle body 1/2” above the 
intake manifold. The lift helps optimize power and performance by drawing in colder 
denser air, producing more horsepower and torque. Solid aluminum construction.

coLd AIr INtAKes

eXHAust sPAcer KIt

tHrottLe body sPAcer

PerForMANce by ruGGed rIdGe®

stAINLess steeL cAt-bAcK eXHAust systeM

Exhaust Spacer Kit Part #

exhaust Spacer Kit by Rugged Ridge, 12-14 JK 
Wrangler (w/ 2.5-Inch + Lift) NEW

17606.76

Jeep® moved the exhaust forward on the 2012 Wrangler. Unfortunately, on Jeeps® with 2.5” or more 
of lift that means their front driveshaft is liable to make contact with the exhaust Y-Pipe melting the CV 
boot and causing the driveshaft to fail prematurely. The Rugged Ridge® exhaust Spacer Kit for 3.6L 
Wranglers helps move the Y-pipe further back and increases the amount of front suspension travel from 
2.5 to over 5.5”, thus saving your driveshaft. The spacers install on the flanges between the front headers 
and Y-pipe.. The great thing is the kit is easy to install and does not require permanent modification to 
the exhaust. Hardware included. Backed by Rugged Ridge’s® exclusive three-year limited warranty.

®

®

Stainless Steel Cat-Back Exhaust System Part #

07-14 Wrangler 2-Door & 4-Door, Kit 17606.75

Stainless Steel Headers Part #

07-11 Wrangler w/3.8L engine, each 17650.53

Rugged Ridge® Cold Air intake Systems Part #

07-11 Wrangler 3.8L 17750.06

12-14 Wrangler 3.6L NEW 17750.07

Throttle body Spacer Part #

07-11 Wrangler 3.8L 17755.02

12-14 Wrangler 3.6L NEW 17755.03
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®

Dusty Trails Rides and Deep Water fordings. –Anyone who takes their rig off-road is likely 
to encounter these conditions. The new Modular XHD Snorkel System from Rugged 
Ridge® relocates the venerable stock air intake location to help reduce dust clogged 
filters and the risk of hydro-locking your engine. It is also the first snorkel designed with 
the modular functionality of a Pre-filter Low Mount and Ram High Mount air intake 
design. Unlike other snorkels, you don’t have to give up flexibility for functionality. 
Not only did we engineer our snorkel to allow the windshield to fold and doors to 
be removed, we built it for use with our dual battery tray, windshield light bar and 
windshield light mounting tabs… Because what good is having a snorkel to cross the 
river, if you have to leave your lights and the dual battery (to power your winch) on 
the other side? Note: Windshield light mounting tabs only compatible with low mount.
 
The Modular XHD Snorkel System comes standard with the Pre-filter Low Mount. The 
Pre-filter Low Mount relocates the air intake to just below the windshield and draws 
cool air from outside the hot engine compartment. The optional Ram High Mount 
design allows the air intake to be extended up an additional 21” to the top of the 
windshield. The two air intake mounts are easily interchangeable to give you the 
modular functionality best suited to your needs. The system is manufactured from 
premium thermoformed plastic, mandrel bent aluminum and hi-temp silicone 
connection hoses. Built in manual drain valves channel away excess water to prevent 
it from entering the intake system. It installs with minor modification to the fender, but 
without the major cutting and surgery that other kits require. The new lower air cleaner 
box installs in place of the factory unit, so you don’t have to “hack and tap”. Just 
attached the factory upper air box, chose from the Pre-filter Low Mount or Ram High 
Mount design and go! Patent #’s D687,071 & D687,072.

Unlike other reusable air filters, our dry panel design never needs oiling, which keeps your mass airflow 
sensor from being damaged by excess oil! Rugged Ridge® performance high flow filters are made 
from a synthetic fabric and not cotton. Cotton filters are made porous and must be oiled to trap dirt 
and debris. But that oil reduces air flow through the filter and it can become easily clogged. Our filters 
are woven from synthetic fabric to allow maximum air flow and particulate filtration. Because our 
filters never need oiling, they can be cleaned easily with water instead of degreaser, reducing the 
cost of maintaining the filter over the lifetime of your vehicle. No oil = No fuss, no mess and improved 
performance!

Summary of Omix-ADA®, Rugged Ridge®, outland Automotive® & Alloy USA® limited Warranties
Many of our branded products are covered by 1, 3, or 5 year Limited Warranties providing end customers with repair or replacement of 
parts subject to certain common exclusions.  Actual Limited Warranty terms are included with your product at time of purchase.  Copies 

of sample Limited Warranties are available through our web-site (Omix-ada.com) or through our customer service hotline.

Low Mount
17756.06

Complete
Snorkel Kit
17756.20

High Mount
w/ Ram Intake

17756.07

syNtHetIc AIr FILter ®

XHd ModuLAr sNorKeL

HIGH MouNt w/ rAM INtAKe

Pre-FILterLow MouNt

*Includes Low Mount & Ram High Mount

Modular XHd Snorkel Part #

Modular XHD Snorkel Low Mount, 07-11 Wrangler 3.8L 17756.06
Modular XHD Snorkel Low Mount, 12-14 Wrangler 3.6L 17756.08
Modular XHD Snorkel Kit*, 07-11 Wrangler 3.8L 17756.20
Modular XHD Snorkel Kit*, 12-14 Wrangler 3.6L 17756.21
Modular XHD Snorkel High Mount w/Ram Intake, 07-14 Wrangler 17756.07
Modular XHD Snorkel with Pre-filter, 07-14 Jeep Wrangler, 3.6L & 3.8L 17756.22
Modular XHD Snorkel Pre-filter, 07-14 Wrangler NEW 17756.09
Modular XHD Snorkel Lower Air Box, 07-14 Wrangler 17756.15
Modular XHD Snorkel Air Box Clamp, 07-14 Wrangler 17756.16

Air Filter Part #

Synthetic, Wrangler 07-11 3.8L, Wrangler 12-14 3.6L 17752.05
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